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Abstract

A Woman’s Place is in the Resistance: Understanding the Legacy of Female Combatants on
Post-Conflict Gender Equity

By Eden Medina

This thesis represents the first effort to leverage quantitative methods to comprehensively
understand the long-term political dynamics of female combatants in cases of civil war and
insurgency. I examine the relationship between women’s participation in rebel groups and their
representation in negotiations and post-conflict politics across multiple scenarios. I contend that
when women actively participate in rebellion they increase the likelihood of institutionalizing
women’s presence and activity in the post-conflict political environment in diverse ways. Rebel
group experience provides women with the requisite skill set for political activity, while also
affording them leverage within their movements and refashioning gender norms within their
communities. In a series of three empirical tests, I explore the effects of female combatant
presence and prevalence on women’s representation on elite negotiating teams, gender provision
inclusion in peace agreements, and gender quota adoption by former rebel parties. I test how the
gender composition of rebel groups explains variation in women’s post-conflict political
representation using cross-national data on women’s activity in 316 insurgencies active between
1964 and 2014 from the Women in Armed Rebellion Dataset 1.3 (WARD). I also utilize data on
women’s participation in negotiations from Krause et al. (2018), gender provisions in peace
agreements from PA-X 5 (Bell et al. 2021), and gender quotas from the IDEA Gender Quotas
Database (GQD), alongside original data on gender quota adoption. I show that peace processes
involving rebel groups with female combatants are significantly more likely to include women
on conflict termination teams. Additionally, political parties succeeding rebel groups with female
combatants are significantly more likely to voluntarily adopt party quotas, and as the share of
female combatants in a group increases, the probability of party quota adoption increases. These
findings support the existence of a robust relationship between rebel group and political
movement as it relates to women’s representation.
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1

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE REVIEW, AND THEORY

Introduction

In May of 2008, the pro-Kurdish Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) formed in Turkey. It

was the successor to another Kurdish nationalist party that shuttered in response to alleged

connections with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). The presence of women across roles and

levels of authority in the PKK has captivated journalists and academics alike for years (e.g. BBC

2014; Haner, Cullen, and Benson 2019). It is estimated that women comprise as much as 30-40%

of Kurdish combatants (Lazarus 2019), and PKK policy requires that all political positions be

held jointly by a man and a woman (Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and Szekely 2019). In light of this,

it is interesting to note that the BDP voluntarily adopted electoral gender quotas, maintains a

separate women’s assembly, and mandates that all upper positions are split between a man and a

woman. In the Turkish local elections of March 2014, the BDP systematically applied its

co-chair system so that of 101 representatives elected, 98 had a corresponding co-chair of the

other gender (Erel and Acik 2019).

Famously elected in 2007 while incarcerated on terrorism charges, BDP MP Sebahat

Tuncel once said of the Islamist, conservative Justice and Development Party (AKP), “The AKP

wants to put women in their traditional roles. But the struggle of the Kurdish woman and

especially the Kurdish parliamentarians dissolves this perception of women.” Not only does she

refuse to denounce the PKK, she credits them for all of her successes. “Our women’s movement

started with the female guerilla.” (Krajeski 2013) In this thesis, I show that women’s

participation in rebel groups shapes conflict termination and post-conflict outcomes. In this

endeavor, I center the enduring relationships that tether broader political movements to their

rebel group origins while highlighting the ways in which traditions of female representation are
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maintained. Indeed, the presence and prevalence of female combatants helps to determine

women’s representation in the negotiating teams, peace agreement terms, and former rebel

parties that sometimes succeed the armed groups they fight for.

The case study of Zeynep Sahin-Mencutek (2016) demonstrates that women’s high level

of representation in the BDP is better understood by examining the interaction between

party-related and movement-related factors. Her research falls within the burgeoning literature

examining the role of gender in rebellion, the peace process, and post-conflict governance (e.g.

e.g. Thomas and Bond 2015; Cohen 2013; Bloom 2011). While some scholars have identified a

link between women’s involvement in achieving negotiated settlements and women’s

representation in post-conflict governments, particularly vis-à-vis quotas (Hughes and Tripp

2015; Arendt 2018; Anderson and Swiss 2014), an examination of how female combatants

influence these dynamics is missing. Existing works concentrate on either female participation in

rebel groups or female political representation in post-conflict governments, with few bridging

the two. An independent literature exploring the distinctive characteristics and processes of

former rebel parties has also developed, but has not yet broached the subject of gender.

The case of the BDP and PKK is a prime example of an underexplored relationship that

exists between women’s representation in rebel groups and the political parties they sometimes

become. Nevertheless, the Kurdish case is not unique, with recent scholarship uncovering that

women are active in a majority of all rebel groups, including as combatants in one-third

(Henshaw 2015). Influential actors within rebel groups can affect the outcomes of peace

processes, and once conflict ends, many rebel groups continue to exert political influence by

disarming and transitioning into former rebel political parties. While historically, civil wars

ended in one party’s defeat, the nature of civil conflict changed in the post-Cold War era, with
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wars now two times more likely to end in negotiated settlement than outright victory (Howard

and Stark 2018). Rebel group-to-party transitions are often implemented as parts of negotiated

settlements that are increasingly common features of civil wars around the world. I contend that

the relationship between rebel group and rebel negotiating team or former rebel party has the

potential to explain variation in the initial implementation and long-run effectiveness of

post-conflict women’s rights initiatives, which scholars have puzzled over (e.g. True and

Riveros-Morales 2019; Bell and O’Rourke 2010). Specifically, in this paper, I present a novel

argument about the relationship between women’s participation in rebel groups and their political

representation in the movements and parties that follow them, maintaining that women’s

mobilization in rebel groups exerts an independent influence on women’s rights and

opportunities once their groups disarm. Engaging in rebellion may provide women with the

requisite skillset for political activity, afford them leverage within the movements they fight for,

and refashion gender norms within their communities. During post-conflict transitions, the

inclusion of women on elite negotiating teams and adoption of gender provisions in peace

agreements are more probable when women have actively participated in rebellion as

combatants. After the war, the voluntary adoption of gender quotas is more likely in cases where

female combatants have fought for the rebel groups that become the adopting political parties.

Prior scholarship on the long-term political dynamics of female combatants is scarce, and

has been dominated by qualitative work. But as data become available that document the

contributions of women to armed groups worldwide (Wood and Thomas 2017; Henshaw 2015),

scholars have new opportunities to ask and answer questions regarding how gender dynamics

within rebel groups translate to women’s political representation during negotiations and once

conflict ends. My work fits within a broader corpus of international relations scholarship
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leveraging positivist approaches and quantitative methods to examine gender in the framework

of security studies (e.g. Reiter 2014).

This thesis begins by reviewing previous works pertaining to women’s participation in

armed rebellion and post-conflict governance. It follows by presenting my theoretical

expectations and testing how the gender composition of rebel groups explains variation in

women’s representation on conflict termination teams, in the texts of peace agreements, and in

the ranks of former rebel parties. In three chapters, I present a series of empirical tests to

examine women’s representation on multiple dimensions—descriptive representation in

negotiations, provisions in peace agreements, and quota adoption—in order to develop a

comprehensive assessment of the impact of female combatants on political outcomes. I utilize

cross-national data on women’s activity in 316 armed opposition groups active in over 60 states

between 1964 and 2014 from the Women in Armed Rebellion Dataset (WARD) (Wood and

Thomas 2017), as well as data on women’s participation in negotiations from Krause et al.

(2018), gender provisions in peace agreements from PA-X 5 (Bell et al. 2021), and gender quotas

derived from the International IDEA Gender Quotas Database (GQD), complemented by original

quota data. My analysis shows that female combatant prevalence is a key predictor of the

presence of female signatories on peace agreements resulting from negotiations involving rebel

groups. Analysis on peace agreement terms is mixed, but tentatively points in the direction of

higher probability of gendered terms being included as gender equity in the group increases.

Finally, I demonstrate that political parties succeeding rebel groups with female combatants are

significantly more likely to voluntarily adopt party quotas, and that as the share of female

combatants in a group increases, the probability of party quota adoption also increases. These
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findings are key in suggesting the existence of a robust relationship linking female participation

in rebel groups to women’s representation in the political movements that succeed them.

Literature Review

Although the roles of women in conflict have long been overlooked, a plethora of studies

have emerged in the last decade documenting the contributions of rebel women to armed

organizations worldwide. Challenging the established narrative of female victimhood and

passivity in wartime, Henshaw (2015) uncovered that women actively participate in nearly 60

percent of rebel groups, serve as combatants in nearly one-third, and hold leadership positions in

over one-quarter. In the same vein, the work of Thomas and Bond (2015) identified that women

are willing participants in rebellion more often than is commonly recognized, and

organization-based opportunities for women’s participation explain whether female members are

present in a group. An independent body of scholarly work has simultaneously developed

investigating the influence of gender on the construction of post-conflict institutions. In this

thesis, I bridge the extant literatures on women’s participation in rebellion and women’s political

representation in post-conflict states, reviewing each through the prism of the movement, both

during and after conflict, and focusing on the key aspects that justify my expectation that the

gender composition of armed actors explains variation in women’s representation following the

conclusion of civil wars and insurgencies.

The conventional wisdom on gender and conflict, and particularly militarized

nationalism, maintains that nationalism is an impediment to women’s empowerment, as its

connection to tradition, and relatedly, traditional role patterns, contributes to the entrenchment of

a second-class status for women. Nationalism can lend itself to the objectification of women,

who can be perceived as the biological incubators and teachers of the next generation of fighters
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and patriots, while women’s concerns are sometimes sidelined by leaders who claim national

liberation as the priority (Sahin-Mencutek 2016; Enloe 1990; Jayawardena 1986; Moghadam

1994; Vickers 2006).

In recent years, conflict scholars have demonstrated that nationalism and war can

simultaneously generate new opportunities for women, with numerous scholars adopting a more

nuanced view that acknowledges the potential for armed conflict to overturn existing social and

political institutions (Webster, Chen, and Beardsley 2019; Hughes 2009). Conflict sometimes

creates space for women to step into nontraditional roles, and the destabilization resulting from

long periods of armed violence can upend convention. The prospect for gains is relevant after

1985, and especially after 1995 (Hughes and Tripp 2015; Fallon, Swiss, and Viterna 2012;

Paxton, Hughes, and Green 2006), following the third and fourth iterations of the United Nations

Conference on Women, during which states and international organizations affirmed a

commitment to addressing women’s issues, including demands for equal political representation.

While Wood and Thomas (2017) find little evidence that nationalism independently influences

women’s combat roles, in patriarchal societies, historical legacies continue to hamper substantive

gains in women’s rights and standard of living. Variables capturing the enduring institutions of

states can be as central as economic development in determining gender equality outcomes

(Dilli, Rijpma, and Carmichael 2015). Attempts to achieve gender parity without corresponding

institutional reform can be best understood as a refashioning of the age-old imbalance between

men and women in a society wherein equitable gender relations have not been realized (Higgins

2015). Hughes (2009) wrote that longer, larger-scale wars that contest the political system have

the best prospects for increasing women’s representation in post-conflict governments. Hughes

and Tripp (2015) found that the ending of armed conflict could explain a 4-5% increase in
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women’s political representation in post-conflict states in Africa. I argue that as a rebel group

enters negotiations, disarms, and transitions to politics, an examination of the gender

composition of the group has the potential to explain improvements in women’s political status.

Existing scholarship has closely examined how certain qualities of conflict, such as

duration and intensity, influence women’s representation in post-conflict states. This thesis

extends the literature by focusing on how the features of armed groups within those conflicts

explain variation in women’s participation in post-conflict governance. While prior research

attributes changes in women’s status to an upheaval of social institutions that is innate to

protracted periods of violence, certain classes of actors are deliberately overturning norms, while

others are attempting to preserve them. In this respect, scholars have overlooked the possibility

that it is not just the presence and character of conflict, but also the characteristics of groups

within conflicts, that influence the extent to which women gain.

Discussing post-conflict institution building, Demeritt, Nichols, and Kelly (2014, 347)

wrote, “With civil war comes a breakdown in status quo traditions, morals, customs, and

community. Incorporating women at this critical moment can lead to greater female autonomy,

responsibility, and worth.” Importantly, it is not just after the civil war when incorporating

women enables improvements in women’s status. They continued, “Old traditions, morals,

customs, and community break down, and new ones must be created” (349). Applying this logic

to the conflict itself, I contend that the inclusion of women during rebellion allows women to be

active agents in the deconstruction of existing institutions and construction of new norms that

favor their group, weaving themselves into the new political structures. Indeed, Wood (2008)

explained that conflict can reconfigure patriarchal networks when women and girls take on

unprecedented roles as combatants and interlocutors with authority.
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As part of a broader corpus of work on gender and civil wars, scholars have also

examined how women’s participation in conflict termination negotiations influences

post-conflict politics. In particular, research has acknowledged the effects of women’s

participation in the peace process on outcomes for descriptive representation and substantive

gains in the status of women (Hughes and Tripp 2015; Arendt 2018; Anderson and Swiss 2014;

Bell and O’Rourke 2010). Peace agreements are significantly more likely to have gender

provisions when women participate in elite peace processes (True and Riveros-Morales 2019),

and more generally, women negotiators tend to push for changes that extend beyond cessation of

hostilities and aim to more radically reshape gender relations in the post-conflict state (Swiss and

Malet 2017). The literature on gender and the peace process has made important contributions by

articulating the benefits of including women in post-conflict institution building and identifying

explanatory factors that help to determine women’s representation in negotiations. However,

existing work is largely agnostic towards the issue of female combatants, focusing instead on

pre-conflict measures of gender equality such as female legislative representation and alternative

pathways through which women reach the negotiating table such as through influential civil

society groups. As newer research indicates, women take on diverse roles in conflict, with some

working as prominent peace activists but others fighting as combatants who participate directly

in the production of violence. Differences in women’s wartime mobilization have implications

for their potential pathways to the negotiating table. With female combatants sometimes

instigating larger societal changes and positioning women collectively as important spoilers, I

test how female combatant presence and prevalence influences women’s representation on

conflict termination teams and, subsequently, the adoption of gender provisions in peace

agreements.
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More obviously, as armed groups transition to political parties, the question of how a

tradition of female participation (or lack thereof) is maintained is one that merits consideration.

In addition to the emergent literatures on female combatants and gender and post-conflict

institutions, my work is closely related to the former rebel party literature which, thus far, has not

engaged deeply with gender issues. Political parties typically form from strong movements of

society or as agents of the state (Van Biezen 2005). The party formation literature identifies

several mechanisms through which political parties emerge and evolve, noting that differences in

regime type (e.g. LaPalombara and Weiner 1966), levels of federal authority (Chhibber and

Kollman 2004), and electoral rules (e.g. Van Biezen 2005) affect the character, count, and

distribution of parties in a given political context. Previous works on former rebel parties,

however, center the importance of the movement-party relationship, or the linkages tying former

rebel parties to the armed groups that preceded them. The rebel group roots of political parties

affect myriad organizational characteristics, from name changes (Ishiyama and Marshall 2015) to

candidate recruitment strategy (Ishiyama and Marshall 2015). Still, just as some former rebel

parties play up the programmatic message they espoused during wartime, others adapt their

ideological profiles to adjust to a new political context (Sindre 2018). This finding is consistent

with qualitative accounts identifying that some rebel groups, when successful, have maintained

the pro-woman language they adopted during wartime, while others have sidelined women’s

issues once they achieved political power. Concentrating on Aceh and East Timor, Sindre (2016,

192) wrote, “An important factor shaping rebel-to-party transformations and post-conflict party

governance pertains to how these groups relate to their former rank and file. While drawing on

veterans of the war provides for a stable source of support and organizational stability for the

former rebel parties, ex-combatants may also pose challenges to such parties as they expect
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continued political influence, material rewards, and social recognition for their contribution to

the armed group.” Sindre (201^) acknowledges the collective of ex-combatants as an interest

group that “directly shapes intra-party dynamics as well as policy formulation.” (192) An

overlooked component of this story is that female ex-combatants comprise their own interest

group, lobbying the former rebel party not only on behalf of the larger body of combatants, but

on behalf of their gender, with the same expectation of recognition for their contribution to the

movement.

My thesis applies the logic of the rebel party literature, which has thus far neglected

gender issues, to the robust literatures on gender and political violence and post-conflict gender

politics. Again, utilizing Kurdish politics in Turkey, Sahin-Mencutek (2016) writes that the

BDP’s ideology, compounded with the mobilization strategies and needs of the movement, has

facilitated women’s self-assertion and elevated them to positions of power within the party.

However, the most salient relationship is the one between party and movement; party politics

alone cannot explain the BDP’s progressiveness, as the Kurdish constituency in Turkey is among

the most conservative, alluding to a significant role played by the ethno-nationalist movement

more broadly. Indeed, Krajeski (2013) wrote, “The connection between the female PKK guerilla

and BDP parliamentarian—a more or less direct line that is both a triumph and a curse—is the

complicated foundation of Kurdish feminism.” Similarly, Utas (2005) noted that women who

were successful in the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) have been appointed to the

civil service in Liberia following the First Liberian Civil War, revealing a piece of what may be a

larger pattern of movement-party relationships.

When women contribute to armed movements, they often develop the consciousness,

capital, networks, and legitimacy necessary to lobby male party elites, take on leadership roles
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and ultimately influence agendas (Brechenmacher and Hubbard 2020; Sahin-Mencutek 2016).

In the contrastive case of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA), Ellerby (2016) noted that

a narrow conception of women as victims hampered efforts to secure gains in women’s political

rights in the negotiating process. The adoption of gender provisions as part of the peace

agreement was rejected by male elites who did not perceive women to be legitimate political

actors in the Sudanese conflict because they were not soldiers or leaders. Strikingly, Itto (2006)

described how the proposal for quotas presented by a female delegate was spurned, and she was

explicitly told that the issue of gender provisions was not even on the table because “They had

not been fighting women.”

The issue of how the characteristics of rebel groups influence women’s representation in

former rebel parties has significant implications for harnessing the transformative potential of

institutional change. Once war ends, men, who are presumed to be the primary agents of conflict,

are prioritized in policy making, while women are de-emphasized and de-securitized, even when

they have participated directly in the production of violence (Mackenzie 2009). Berry (2017)

wrote of the growing literature revealing the potential of armed conflict to facilitate grassroots

mobilization and reconfigure political institutions to be more sensitive to gender. Nevertheless, in

cases such as Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina, which have been touted as prime examples of

this phenomenon, close scrutiny exposes the limited extent to which women have materially

benefited from post-war transformations. “While war creates certain opportunities for women, a

revitalization of patriarchy in the aftermath can undermine these gains.” (Berry 2017, 830)

Securing women’s political representation in a post-conflict state can reduce the likelihood of

conflict recurrence (Shair-Rosenfield and Wood 2017) and, more generally, is related to increases

in quantifiable, practical improvements in women’s conditions in the long-run.
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The act of participating in rebellion affords women tools and opportunities to participate

in the political process, even after the groups they fight for disarm. When women take a central

role in the production of violence, they embed themselves in national narratives, which they

simultaneously transform. They are also integrated into a network of peers, learning the language

of their movement and gaining valuable experience organizing. Perhaps most importantly, when

a rebel group depends on the continued support of its female combatants, rebel women become

powerful coercive agents with leverage within their armed groups. That is, the relationship

between movement and participant is not unidirectional; movements are not stagnant—they

shape their participants and are shaped by them, in turn (Sahin-Mencutek 2016). Many

movements do not relegate women to secondary roles, but instead present avenues in which

women can engage in political action centrally and visibly. Often, they do not do so readily, but

in response to prolonged struggle by women who challenge communal norms just as they

challenge their armed adversaries. Against a backdrop of an otherwise patriarchal society, these

movements not only generate empowerment for women, but begin to transform the outlooks of

their male counterparts and ultimately, women’s post-conflict representation and rights. I argue

that it is the experience of participating in rebellion that exerts the key independent influence on

women’s political opportunities post-conflict.

Theory

When women contribute to armed rebellion, they engage in a double-deviance in which

they resist both the state and intra-communal gender norms. Whereas states are chiefly

concerned with maintaining political power, and rebel groups are principally concerned with

achieving it, rebel women have their own agendas within the movements they participate in; in

addition to fighting for the recognition, sovereignty, and representation of their rebel group, they
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advocate the same for themselves. Indeed, in Insurgent Women, Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and

Szekely (2019) noted that one broader theme in interviews with Kurdish women was their

“double struggle” against the Turkish state and Kurdish men. When rebel groups ultimately lay

down their arms and pursue non-violent political solutions to their grievances, unlike male

participants whose roles are assumed in the status quo, women combatants must continue their

fight from within.

Women’s participation in rebellion influences the representation of women’s agendas in

the political arena through three central mechanisms: experience, leverage, and integration. Each

contributes to women seeking a role in post-conflict politics by empowering them to mobilize,

entrenching their power within the movement, and catalyzing the reimagination of

intra-communal gender relations. Additionally, it is not just a question of whether or not women

are active in a rebel group, but the extent to which they are, that influences the leverage women

have within their movements, their ability to deconstruct and reform gender norms, and,

consequently, their propensity to produce more gender-equal outcomes.

Rebel women gain experience with political organization and learn the language of their

movement. Participating in rebellion is an exercise in political mass mobilization. Some women

who are already politically interested, such as those urban Kurdish women who had been

radicalized as university students (Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and Szekely 2019), may be more

likely to join rebel groups to begin with. For many other women, rebel group experience is the

entry point to political action and expression. Several scholars have noted that participation in

the PKK represented an alternative to early marriage for large numbers of rural Kurdish women,

facilitating their politicization (Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and Szekely 2019; Sahin-Mencutek

2016). In any case, through some combination of the two, women’s association with rebellion
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offers them visibility, inclusion, and representation by “facilitating the articulation of group

consciousness, building female solidarity, and by organizing and mobilizing the very groups that

were to be represented.” In the Kurdish example, “Women accumulated social and political

capital, and were then able to raise gender issues more assertively and negotiate their space in the

Kurdish nationalist movement.” (Sahin-Mencutek 2016, 481) Considering the factors that impact

the level of gender inclusion in party development, Brechenmacher and Hubbard (2020, 2)

identified that parties’ origins, including women’s mobilization in preparty organizations,

“influenced whether there were pools of female members or supporters who were ready to step

forward as political candidates and whether nascent parties included female leaders who had the

networks, legitimacy, and influence necessary to take on leadership roles and lobby male party

leaders.”

When women fight, or make up a valuable body of supporters, they gain leverage that

can be actively exercised. The greater proportion of the overall rebel population women

comprise, the more influence women, as a collective, possess within the movement. The critical

mass literature on women in the legislature suggests that once descriptive representation reaches

a threshold, substantive representation follows, with women more likely to influence policy

decisions (Kanter 1977a; Kanter 1977b; Dahlerup 1988). Similarly, I argue that the descriptive

representation of women in rebel groups, if sufficiently high, should be followed by the

substantive representation of women in the movement, even after the armed conflict ceases.

When women’s continued backing is an essential condition for success in a rebel group’s pursuit

of its interests, women can leverage their contributions for concessions in the movement on

women’s issues. Even absent active protest, women have power that is passively leveraged so

long as they are not compelled by force to stay in the group, and therefore have a credible exit
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threat. For example, in Syrian Kurdistan, “Even if the Syrian Kurdish leadership had sought to

distance itself from the PKK’s egalitarian recruitment practices for domestic political reasons, it

would have been militarily foolhardy to do so, as it would have meant turning away fighters who

represented a critically important resource” (Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and Szekely 2019, 48).

Much like political parties during election years, it is in the best interests of rebel groups to

appease their winning coalition. In line with the state feminism literature maintaining that the

efficacy of NGO advocacy is contingent on partnership with women inside the state, Arendt

(2018) found that the inclusion of women’s voices in internal negotiations over quotas enables

them to push for disruptive measures to ameliorate status quo power dynamics. As a result, the

mainstream political activity of women during quota adoption is key. More broadly, the extent of

women’s participation reflects on the armed group and the prospects for women’s mobilization in

the politics that follow conflict termination, as Henshaw (2015) writes, “There is a tension in

many rebellions between a rebel group’s need or desire to mobilize women and its interest in

fully recognizing and valuing their work.” This dynamic is specifically valuable because

differences in mobilization and recognition of women’s work among armed groups likely have

consequences for women’s continued mobilization in their movements when rebel groups are

eventually incorporated in a state’s political order. Trisko Darden, Henshaw, and Szekely (2019,

47) wrote that “As women joined in greater numbers, they sharpened the PKK’s focus on

women’s liberation from within the organization.” As such, I predict that women’s post-conflict

political representation, measured in various ways, increases with the prevalence of female

combatants.

Women’s integration within rebel groups holds the potential to integrate them within

broader movements, changing communal norms. Webster, Chen, and Beardsley (2019) found
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that “periods of warfare can upend existing gender hierarchical orders… At least in the short and

medium term, warfare can disrupt social institutions and lead to an increase in women's

empowerment via mechanisms related to role shifts across society and political shifts catalyzed

by war.” Anecdotally, Sahin-Mencutek (2016, 482) wrote of the Kurds that “women are not

treated merely as symbols or tokens, but have also become influential actors, with women’s roles

changing substantially over time,” with one interviewee relating, “While we were identified only

as mothers and daughters of Kurdish men, we turned into independent female politicians, in the

process, we strongly stated, ‘we are not your mothers and daughters anymore.’” Rebel women

become part of social and political networks and have the opportunity to contribute to the

mythology of their movement. As more women participate, and as women participate with

greater intensity, the evolution of gender roles is more likely to occur. Over time, Kurdish

politicians grew to appreciate female guerrillas, who proved that women’s capabilities were

equal to men’s and gave the movement a legacy to build upon (Sahin-Mencutek 2016). Similarly,

in the case of uMkhonto I Sizwe (MK), the armed wing of the African National Congress (ANC)

in South Africa, the group was dominated by men in its early years, but saw women increasingly

joining the armed struggle following the 1976 Soweto uprising (Brechenmacher and Hubbard

2020). Female recruits trained together with men, and though few were deployed in combat,

according to female MK combatant Thenjiwe Mtintso, “Women members of MK had to be taken

seriously. They had to explode the myth of women as inferior on a day to day basis. They did not

articulate feminism but had to prove themselves in the field and gain respect.” Women’s

participation in MK, “the arena in which the most committed members were located,” was thus

symbolically significant, highlighting their equal status within the movement. Indeed, female

MK members including Thandi Modise, Dipuo Mvelase, and Mtintso would become prominent
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political leaders in the party (Brechenmacher and Hubbard 2020). Whether seeking secession,

autonomy, or to overhaul the state entirely, rebel groups fight for institutional change.

Institutional change in favor of women is more likely to happen when women are involved in the

processes that drive it.

Endogeneity

An outstanding consideration is the role of rebel group ideology in the construction of

gender-sensitive post-conflict institutions once rebel groups disarm. Wood and Thomas (2017)

demonstrated that the political ideology of a given rebel group is a primary determinant of

whether and to what extent the group will recruit female combatants. To that end, Marxist groups

are significantly more likely to recruit women to their armed wings. This finding introduces

potential confounding because ideology may independently drive women’s inclusion just as it

drives the recruitment of female combatants. Separately, the presence and prevalence of female

combatants within a given group, determined by the ideologically-driven opportunity to join,

may drive women’s inclusion through the mechanisms I have outlined. I expect that leftist

groups will be more amenable to women’s inclusion in negotiations and once they become

political parties. For left-wing groups, ideological incentives to configure post-conflict

institutions to be sensitive to gender can combine with the mobilization of female members.

However, though ideology may affect women’s initial opportunities to join rebel groups,

once they have joined, I argue that female combatant presence and prevalence independently

influences the likelihood of women’s inclusion in negotiations and former rebel parties. A deep

qualitative literature describes how women’s participation has reoriented leftist rebel groups

towards a sharper focus on women’s rights. Brechenmacher and Hubbard (2020) pointed to a

confluence of characteristics of the ANC that facilitated gender inclusion in the post-apartheid
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party formation period. These factors included ideology, the engagement of women in the

anti-apartheid movement, and the participation of women in the armed struggle, which

challenged traditional gender norms just as it gave rise to female leaders with strong struggle

credentials. “In its early years, the ANC focused primarily on national and racial liberation, often

at the expense of gender issues… Beginning in the 1980s, however, women began denouncing

chauvinism in the movement more explicitly and speaking openly about the intersection of

gender, class, and racial oppression” (12). While ideology and related organization-based

opportunities for recruitment matter, once women are in the rebel group, female combatant

prevalence may drive women’s post-conflict political opportunities. The work of Trisko Darden,

Henshaw, and Szekely (2019) about Kurdish rebel groups is especially useful in this regard.

Discussing the case of the PKK, they explained that its ideological program evolved from

traditional Marxism to democratic confederalism over time, but the explicit focus on women’s

empowerment remained. “It has arguably become more central over time as the number of

women in the group has increased.” (46) More generally, they wrote that “One consequence of

recruiting women can be that, once present, they increase the organization’s ideological focus on

women’s rights.” (49) Addressing the chicken-and-egg dynamic between ideology and women’s

rights, they emphasize that the focus on women’s rights was not a given, but that Kurdish women

had to struggle within the nationalist movement to see women’s issues prioritized. “Perhaps these

organizations were more predisposed to recruit women in the first place because they were

ideologically committed to gender equality. But in the case of the PKK… the shift towards

greater inclusion of women has taken place over time and has increased as more women have

joined.” (51) The authors conclude that the PKK’s focus on women’s rights and empowerment

was increased by the presence of female combatants, with one interviewee relating, “In the
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beginning, it was different…As more women joined the PKK, there was more and more

discussion of gender issues. From the beginning there were women recruits, but the PKK was a

military and male-dominated organization. It was women’s participation that changed it into a

feminist organization.” (49)

In other cases, internal pressure combined with the external incentives to include women

in post-conflict politics can succeed even without ideological alignment. Evidence from France

indicates that even parties on the right that are more resistant on ideological grounds to gender

quota adoption have been coerced into supporting quotas through internal and external pressure

(Murray, Krook, and Opello 2012). Fundamentally, there is evidence to suggest that in diverse

cases “women’s participation changes armed movements from within,” (Trisko Darden,

Henshaw, and Szekely 2019, 52) a proposition I turn to now for testing. For obvious reasons, the

“gold standard” for causal inference is unavailable to answer the research questions of interest. It

would be impossible and unethical to take an experimental approach (i.e. randomly assigning

female combatants to rebel groups) and it is unclear that a compelling instrumental variable

approach exists to examining the effects of female combatants on post-conflict gender equity.

Instead, by controlling for the characteristics that might lead certain classes of rebel groups to

recruit female combatants, I can mitigate some of the concerns that female combatants may not

be randomly assigned by making within-group comparisons. For example, I include ideology as

a control variable in the regression models of each of the empirical tests, demonstrating that

among leftist groups, for example, those with female combatants are more likely than those

without female combatants to promote women’s political rights and participation at the various

post-conflict stages. I find strong evidence of an association, and importantly, my results show

that there is heterogeneity when it comes to the effects of female combatants, with women’s
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participation having a bigger impact in some post-conflict stages compared to others. The major

contribution of this thesis, ultimately, rests upon the articulation of a new theory and presentation

of a large body of evidence indicating that the theory has major potential as an explanation for

diverse post-conflict dynamics.

In the coming three chapters, I produce three empirical tests to elucidate how women’s

participation as combatants in rebel groups influences women’s representation in different

post-conflict stages. At a high level, the empirical strategies regress various measures of

women’s post-conflict political representation on female combatant presence and prevalence. I

hypothesize that the presence of female combatants in a rebel group increases the likelihood that

women are descriptively represented on conflict termination teams involving the rebel group,

that gender provisions are adopted in peace agreements signed by the rebel group, and that

gender quotas are adopted by political parties succeeding the rebel group. Furthermore, I contend

that the prevalence of female combatants is an important predictor of post-conflict gender

equality outcomes, such that it is not only the presence of women in a rebel group but the

achievement of a “critical mass” that matters for the prospects of women’s post-conflict

representation. In particular, I hypothesize that the likelihood of women’s representation in

negotiations, gender provision adoption in peace agreements, and gender quota adoption increase

with the prevalence of female combatants. In Chapter 2, I find evidence indicating that a strong

positive relationship exists between female combatant presence and prevalence and women’s

participation on conflict termination teams. Additionally, in Chapter 3, I find weak evidence to

suggest a potential relationship between the presence of female combatants and the adoption of

gendered terms in peace agreements. Finally, I present results in Chapter 4 suggesting that a

strong positive relationship exists between female combatant presence and gender quota
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adoption, and that as the prevalence of female combatants increases, as does the likelihood of

quota adoption.  My final chapter concludes and suggests new questions raised by my findings.
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CHAPTER 2: WHEN WILL MY WIFE COME HOME FROM WAR? FEMALE
COMBATANTS AND THE GENDER COMPOSITION OF ELITE NEGOTIATING TEAMS

Introduction and Literature Review

In July of 2016, half of a century of conflict between the Colombian government and the

Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia—Ejército del Pueblo (FARC-EP), a Marxist

guerilla group, concluded with the signing of a peace agreement developed over several years of

negotiations. It is generally considered to be the most inclusive peace agreement in history,

including a women’s sub-commission during negotiations, provisions enshrining the rights of

women and LGBT people, a focus on sexual violence, and explicit language addressing issues of

poverty and inequality through the lens of gender (Nylander 2017). Notably, women comprised

20% of the government delegation and 43% of the FARC negotiating team (Bigio, Vogelstein,

and Connell 2017). Indeed, a rich literature exists confirming the myriad benefits of women’s

descriptive representation in the peace process for the substantive representation of women’s

agendas and the production of durable and inclusive peace (Anderson and Swiss 2014; Anderson

and David 2017; Arendt 2018; Shair-Rosenfield and Wood 2017). Although, research into the

determinants of women’s participation on conflict termination teams is more limited.

In the Colombian case, an underexplored element of the peace process is the impetus for

women’s inclusion in the talks. Interestingly, the gender composition of the FARC delegation

mirrored the gender composition of the rebel group itself (Bigio, Vogelstein, and Connell 2017).

Existing work relating to the movement-party relationship has established that bodies of rebel

ex-combatants function as interest groups that effectively lobby for concessions in the movement

that prioritize their interests (Sindre 2016), offering evidence to suggest that armed groups are

not unitary actors, with influential players and collectives within the rebel groups continuing to

affect political outcomes in diverse post-conflict contexts. In this chapter, I posit that women’s
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participation in armed rebellion may be the critical factor driving women’s representation in

peace processes involving the rebel groups they fight for.

Previous research on women’s participation in the peace process has typically fixated on

the influence of autonomous women’s movements within the state (Htun and Weldon 2012, Htun

and Weldon 2010), and at times their linkages to international advocacy groups. A common

thread throughout this literature is an acknowledgement of the challenges involved in ensuring

women have a seat at the table in elite negotiations despite strong civil society participation.

What explains variation in the gender composition of negotiating teams? I present the argument

that women’s activity in rebel groups during civil conflicts advances their descriptive and

substantive representation during peace processes, in this chapter concentrating on women’s

involvement on conflict termination teams. The case of the FARC suggests that the presence and

prevalence of female combatants could be the key factor influencing the orientation of armed

groups towards gender issues during peace processes. My contribution elucidates an overlooked

possibility: that it is not just civil society organizations dedicated to women’s empowerment, but

militant groups in which women are key stakeholders, which can influence the representation of

women in the peace process, and ultimately secure women’s agendas. Specifically within the

context of civil war and insurgency, rebel women, in sufficient numbers, have power within their

movements and can mobilize to leverage their contributions for formal representation.

As Mary Moran and Anne Pitcher (2004, 504) expressed, “Women can be the

perpetrators of violence as much as they can be the midwives of peace.” In this chapter, I will

review and bridge the literatures on rebel women and female engagement in peace processes to

advance my argument that women’s participation in the production of violence during wartime

affects their ability to position themselves as peacemakers, and to be influential in those roles. I
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utilize data on women’s direct participation in 467 peace processes between 1975 and 2011 in

order to assess how the prevalence of female combatants in rebel groups affects women’s

representation once those groups reach the negotiating table (Krause et al. 2018). Ultimately, I

identify a significant positive relationship between female combatant prevalence and female

participation on conflict termination teams proxied by the presence of female signatories,

providing evidence in support of my argument that women’s engagement in rebel groups

influences their representation in post-conflict politics.

In recent years, scholars have begun eschewing the conventional wisdom that militarism

entrenches traditional gender relations in favor of a view that accounts for the nuanced realities

of social upheaval during civil war across diverse socio-political landscapes (Berry 2017;

Beardsley, Chen, and Webster 2019; Hughes 2009). Demeritt, Nichols, and Kelly (2014) wrote

of the breakdown of institutions and communities during civil conflict, finding that incorporating

women in the process can advance the development of female autonomy and worth and the

creation of new norms. Conflict can suspend social and cultural convention and, relatedly,

generate opportunities for women to enter traditionally masculine roles. Examining the case of

the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) in Turkey, Sahin-Mencutek (2016) underscored the crucial

role played by the ethno-nationalist movement in elevating Kurdish women to positions of

political power, finding that the mobilization of women in influential combatant and leadership

positions in the rebel group explains the pro-woman orientation of its successor party, the Peace

and Democracy Party (BDP). Sindre (2016,192) discussed the power of rebel ex-combatants in

influencing the movements they fought for, describing how their lobbying “directly shapes

intra-party dynamics as well as policy formulation,” because they pose challenges to former

rebel parties with the expectation of rewards and recognition for their contributions. For rebel
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women, the intersection of gendered interests with ex-combatant status results in lobbying on

behalf of both identities. In his work on the Liberian Civil War, Press (2010) detailed the

lobbying efforts of Liberian women to participate in peace talks as agents, not victims. Women

organized and led mass demonstrations with the backing of major religious institutions and the

goal of ending the protracted conflict, voicing that as survivors, peacemakers, and the majority

population, their voices must be included in the peace process. As Nylander (2017) articulated,

“It is important to note at the outset that women and men have different roles both between and

among themselves and are part of a broader conflict picture. Women are not only victims: they

are also peacebuilders and peacemakers. Women are also combatants and perpetrators of violent

crimes, spoilers, engaged actors, and indifferent citizens.” The work of Wood and Thomas

(2017) has exposed the extent of women’s participation in rebellion, challenging the perception

of women as solely victims of war and men as the sole agents of violence. Indeed, women are

active participants in close to 60 percent of all rebel groups, combatants in nearly one-third, and

leaders in over one-quarter (Henshaw 2015). Burgeoning documentation of the scope of

women’s participation in civil war and insurgency and, more broadly, the production of violence

worldwide demands research that responds to this phenomenon and addresses not only its causes

but also its consequences.

Between 1992 and 2011, women comprised only 4% of signatories to peace agreements,

and only 9% of negotiators (Njoku 2018). However, the growing number of United Nations

resolutions prioritizing the rights of women and girls over the past two decades have driven an

evolution of international standards. In 1995, 189 governments endorsed the Beijing Platform for

Action, which affirmed the importance of women in an array of policy areas and identified ways

to address gendered violence (Htun and Weldon 2012).
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In her book about the involvement of women’s groups in peace negotiations to advance

favorable political change, Anderson (2016) wrote of significant barriers for women to access

peace talks and subsequently leave a mark on final agreements, determining that, especially in

the midst of conflict, women struggle to have their voices heard and their concerns addressed.

Drawing upon three case studies, she identified that women’s groups linked to transnational

feminist networks, and in the two successful cases outside allies helped women access the talks

in varying degrees. However, women’s roles in negotiations are not limited to representatives of

civil society organizations or mediation teams, with women partaking in government and rebel

conflict termination teams. Taylor, Htum, Goetz, and Hattam (2015) acknowledged the path by

which women joined their negotiation teams to be a factor in their active participation in the

formation of peace agreements. Even if women are included as non-combatant representatives,

the status of women in the peace process as victims has implications for their influence in

negotiations. In the case of the Sudanese peace process for Darfur, Ellerby (2016, 9) described

the failure of female representatives of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) to achieve

gender quota adoption, explaining that “Women were understood only as victims in the Sudanese

conflict, not soldiers, leaders or negotiators. This narrow conception of women as victims is both

a cause and effect of a competing peace process for women: only those actors who shape and

implement these provisions are considered the rightful parties to negotiate. In this sense,

women-as-victims and other marginalized groups were excluded from negotiations because they

were not considered legitimate actors to the conflict.” Her contribution is particularly valuable

because it highlights not only how participation in rebellion can validate women as legitimate

political actors, specifically as emissaries in the peace process, but also how the route through
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which women get to the negotiating table matters for the ultimate prospects for gender provision

adoption, a subject I explore in a later chapter.

Strolovitch (2006), writing of interest groups in the United States, found empirically that

activist organizations not focused specifically on women have inadequate responses to violence

against women because they see the issue as unimportant to the group’s larger objectives.

However, there is evidence to suggest that, within rebel groups, the presence and prevalence of

female combatants can influence the direction of the movement, precisely because the continued

support of women is a necessary condition for success. Women’s advocacy groups attempt to

capitalize on intrastate peace processes to transform the roles and opportunities of women in the

state (Anderson 2016). Problematically, Goetz and Jenkins (2016, 211) argued, “The fact that the

privileged category for post-conflict decisions are those groups capable of acting as ‘spoilers’

has tended to exclude women's groups from the categories considered most important to involve

in decision making.” Similarly, Anderlini (2003) attributed the marginalization of women in the

peace process to the infrequency of women having enough power to implement peace

agreements. Arguably, the existing literature on women’s descriptive representation in

negotiations has overlooked the role of the most important spoiler in these peace processes – the

armed group itself – and the reality that these groups are not unitary actors, but are instead

influenced by a range of powerful actors within them. It follows that women can move from the

periphery in peace processes when they are positioned as combatants and spoilers within the

rebel groups that comprise the primary actors in negotiations. Consequently, it is possible that

women’s participation in rebel groups influences their representation in the peace process.

Determining how women get to the negotiating table has important implications for

maximizing the capacity for peace agreements to facilitate the transformation of institutions in
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favor of marginalized populations. More substantively, scholars have established that women’s

involvement in the peace process increases peace duration and durability (Shair-Rosenfield and

Wood 2017). In modern peace negotiations, female participants tend to prioritize not just the

cessation of hostilities, but long-term goals that carve out more equitable roles for women in the

post-conflict political environment (Swiss and Malet 2017). Indeed, Ellerby (2016, 437)

articulated that the avoidance of studying the variation in women’s inclusion in the peace process

has consequences for security practices, “including: what is considered security; who are deemed

legitimate and relevant actors in peace negotiations; and who gets access to limited resources in

peacebuilding endeavors.” Riveros-Morales and True (2019) concluded that the participation and

representation of women in formal peace processes is the most important factor influencing

gender-sensitivity in peace agreements, underscoring the significance of an analysis ascertaining

the political conditions that enable women to engage in negotiations. Finally, some scholars have

argued that women’s participation in the peace process also drives quota adoption, which

institutionalizes a mechanism for women’s access to political power following the conclusion of

conflict, because women accrue political capabilities through experience in negotiation and

opportunities to take a role in formal politics in the formative period immediately following

peace talks (Anderson and Swiss 2014). Though this may be the case, it may also be that

women’s activity during rebellion is the key causal mechanism explaining both the gender

composition of negotiating teams and the subsequent adoption of gender provisions in the peace

agreement and the post-conflict political arena, a possibility that I explore in this thesis.

When women, in sufficient numbers, join rebel groups and become combatants, they

develop leverage within their organizations alongside a complementary skillset that enables them

to engage in political activity. Rebel women join groups representative of larger movements that
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may continue to be politically persuasive long after the groups promoting them disarm. Women

are integrated into networks of politically active peers, and, as a result, gain access to a world

they can tangibly influence. When elevated to positions of leadership, female combatants possess

the power to reorient the rebel groups they fight for. Rebel group experience advances women’s

agendas by “facilitating the articulation of group consciousness, building female solidarity, and

by organizing and mobilizing the very groups that were to be represented.” The female

combatants of the PKK “accumulated social and political capital, and were then able to raise

gender issues more assertively and negotiate their space in the Kurdish nationalist movement.”

(Sahin-Mencutek 2016, 481) Rebel women shed the label of “victim” typically ascribed to

women during wartime and instead become active agents who can make meaningful decisions

and affect outcomes.

In cases of civil war and insurgency, female combatants share the agendas of their male

counterparts vis-à-vis conflict outcomes, but also retain distinct interests on behalf of their

gender. That is, insurgent women fight both the state and intra-communal gender norms.

Conflict, which destabilizes the existing political order and frequently demands that women fill

social, economic, and political roles once reserved only for men, holds the potential to reshape

gender relations. As both rebels and women, female combatants participate not only in the

degradation of prevailing institutions, but in the active formation of new and more favorable

norms. Accessing peace negotiations is a primary objective for mobilized women, because peace

agreements represent a highly public and enforceable opportunity to institutionalize the gains

accrued to women during conflict, including higher status in post-conflict governance,

consequences for gender-based violence, and newly-won rights for women and girls. Earlier

works have established how the descriptive representation of women in the peace process is
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followed by the substantive representation of women’s objectives (Anderson and David 2017;

Arendt 2018). Indeed, the inclusion of women in negotiations is linked the pursuit of a broad,

long-term feminist agenda that reduces the likelihood of conflict recurrence (e.g.

Shair-Rosenfield and Wood 2017).

I draw upon the antipodal cases of Darfur and Colombia, where the effects of the

mechanisms of experience, leverage, and integration were prominently featured, to highlight how

differences in women’s roles during civil conflicts influence gender inclusivity in subsequent

peace negotiations. The high prevalence of women in the FARC illustrates how female

combatants can leverage their contributions for concessions in the movement. Sanin and Franco

(2017) wrote that female combatants shaped the FARC and identity construction within the

movement. The feminization of the FARC transformed the organization. “As a consequence, the

FARC, while including women in order to grow in military capacity and implement its

organizational blueprint, also created spaces in which gender inequalities were renegotiated,

rethought, and rehashed.” (776) One outcome of this is that FARC women have been active

participants in debates about women since the peace process was initiated between the FARC

and the Colombian government. Consequently, Kazman (2019) noted that the landmark peace

agreement included the Spanish word for woman, “mujer,” 197 times.

In stark contrast, Ellerby (2016) noted that female combatants were nearly entirely absent

in the SPLA, which entrenched an enduring perception of women as victims rather than agents in

the Darfur conflict. As a result, women were delegitimized as political actors, and demands for

gender provisions during the peace process lacked credibility or backing from any of the

powerful actors in the negotiations. Itto (2006) recounted how the proposal for quotas presented

by a female delegate was shut down because women were not combatants in the conflict.
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Juxtaposed with the FARC women, who Herrera and Porch (2008, 612) wrote, “revel in their

service, not because they lived it as did men, but because it allowed them to prove their worth as

women,” the cases of Darfur and Colombia suggest an interesting theoretical basis that could

form a pattern of relationships connecting female combatants with women’s representation in

peace processes around the world.

H1: The prior presence of female combatants in a rebel group increases the likelihood of

women’s participation in negotiations involving the rebel group.

H2: The likelihood of women’s participation in negotiations increases as female combatant

prevalence in the associated rebel group increases.

Data and Variables
Independent Variables:

This thesis draws upon the measures of female combatant presence and prevalence found

in various iterations of the Women in Armed Rebellion Dataset (WARD) as explanatory

variables for each of the three empirical tests. The WARD includes both binary and categorical

indicators that reflect the presence and prevalence of women in hundreds of armed groups over a

timespan of several decades. This chapter utilizes independent variable data from the original

WARD (Wood and Thomas 2017), which was merged by Krause, Krause, and Bränfors (2018)

with data on peace agreements included in the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) dataset.

The WARD draws upon the list of groups included in the UCDP Dyadic Dataset

(Harbom, Melander, and Wallensteen 2007 v.1-2015) to generate the base sample of armed

groups. International conflicts, civil conflicts involving only military factions, and coups are

excluded, resulting in a sample representative of 80% of the UCDP Dyadic Dataset for the years

included. The indicators of female combatant participation reflected in the WARD were

constructed from an array of open-source media, including news reports, academic scholarship,
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biographies, publicly-available government sources, and international and non-governmental

organization reports (Wood and Thomas 2017).

In line with the consensus conceptualization and operationalization of female fighters

commonly applied for the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) initiatives

sponsored by the United Nations and other international organizations, female combatants are

defined as “Women and girls who participated in armed conflicts as active combatants using

arms.” (UN Women 2012, 22-23; Wood and Thomas 2017). Like the sponsors of DDR programs,

the WARD distinguishes between female combatants and female supporters or females

associated with armed forces and groups. Examples of the latter may include cooks, nurses,

spies, translators, and women and girls used for sexual exploitation, among other roles. Female

supporters, whether coerced or voluntary, are women and girls who participate in armed conflict

in supportive roles and are economically and socially dependent on the armed group for income

and social support. Female combatants, in contrast, receive military training and combat arms

and directly participate in organized violence on behalf of the armed group in any capacity over

the course of the conflict (Wood and Thomas 2017).

As Thomas and Wood (2017) have previously noted, the WARD has some limitations due

the challenges associated with locating accurate materials on female rebel participation, which

may result in imprecise estimates. Low media density, a paucity of English language sources, or

underreporting may have potentially contributed to the underestimation of female combatant

participation in some cases, while exaggerated reports may have resulted in overestimation in

others. Mitigating these concerns, the WARD v1.3 includes several measures of female

combatant presence and prevalence, including more conservative and reliable estimates and

estimates that maximize estimated female combatant participation. Furthermore, there is no
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reason to expect that information would be systematically missing in ways that would confound

my analysis. An additional coding challenge is that the boundary between combatant and

supporter are often blurred for guerilla groups. To address this issue, the operational criteria for

“female combatant” in the WARD include diverse activities ranging from the use of arms in

combat to service in auxiliary and militia forces forces and execuction of suicide bombings and

assassinations (Wood and Thomas 2017).

In order to test my second hypothesis about the effects of female combatant prevalence

on women’s participation on conflict termination teams, I used the fem_com variable from the

Krause et al. (2018) replication data, which is derived from the WARD. The original WARD

examines women’s participation in 211 rebel organizations active between 1979 and 2009. The

fem_com variable is a categorical indicator with values ranging from 0 to 3, where estimated

female combatant prevalence increases with the value of the variable. A value of 0 indicates an

estimated percentage of 0 for female combatants in a given rebel group, or no evidence of female

combatants. A value of 1 reflects low prevalence, or an estimated female combatant prevalence

of <5%, while a value of 2 indicates moderate female combatant prevalence estimated between

5-20% of the rebel combatants. Finally, groups taking a value of 3 for fem_com have the highest

female combatant prevalence, with an estimated percentage of female combatants of greater than

20%. In the original sample, 60.66% of rebel groups had no female combatants while 20.38% of

rebel groups had more than 0 but less than 5% female combatant participation. Female

combatants comprised between 5 and 20% of combatants in 11.37% of groups sampled. Finally,

female combatants made up more than 20% of the body of combatants in 7.58% of groups

sampled (Wood and Thomas 2017).
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Of 467 observations of fem_com, the plurality of cases took a value of 0, with 128 cases

associated with a female combatant prevalence of 0% or no evidence of female rebel

participation. Additionally, 94 observations each took values of 1 and 2 for fem_com, associated

with female combatant prevalence of <5% and 5-20%, respectively. Finally, 87 observations

were associated with the highest female combatant prevalence of >20% in fem_com.

I also utilized a binary indicator of female rebel participation in order to test my first

hypothesis regarding the effects of female combatant presence on women’s participation on

conflict termination teams. Drawing upon data from fem_com, I produced a binary iteration of

the variable named fem_bin where groups with evidence of  >0% female participation took on a

value of 1 and all other groups took 0. For fem_bin, 275 observations took a value of 1, reflecting

evidence of female rebel participation, with the remaining 128 observations taking 0.

Dependent Variable:

The empirical test conducted in this chapter aims to uncover a relationship between

female combatant presence and prevalence and women’s participation on conflict termination

teams. The direct participation of women in negotiations to end armed conflict is proxied by

female signatories to peace agreements, which includes female government or rebel group

representatives and civil society representatives but excludes third-party representatives (Krause

et al. 2018). Utilizing the proxy allows researchers to circumvent challenges associated with

collecting data about the gender of negotiation participants. While demographic data about

participants on conflict termination teams are not consistently and publicly available, Krause et

al. (2018) verified and coded female delegates’ signatures to peace agreements by

cross-checking signatories’ names recorded in the UCDP peace agreement database with

information from the UN Peacemaker database.
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The Krause et al. data (2018) are sourced from the UCDP dataset of 216 peace

agreements signed between 1975 to 2011 (Gleditsch et al. 2002; Harbom, Högbladh, and

Wallensteen 2006; Högbladh 2011; Pettersson and Eck 2018). The dataset includes only full and

partial agreements, excluding the process agreements found in the UCDP which deal with

regulating negotiations without affecting the final agreements.

Control Variables:
A number of variables could potentially mediate the relationship between female

combatant presence and prevalence and female participation on elite negotiating teams as

proxied by female signatories. First, the level of women’s mainstream political participation

before and during the conflict may influence both women’s recruitment into rebel groups and

women’s participation in negotiations, creating confounding. High levels of legislative

participation may normalize women as agents in a given political environment, driving both the

recruitment of female combatants and inclusion of women on negotiating teams. Additionally,

Thomas and Wood (2017) noted that in cases where women have higher levels of political

awareness and efficacy, they are more likely to seek out opportunities for collective action,

which has clear implications for both the explanatory and response variables as women may be

more likely to join rebel groups and mobilize for descriptive representation in negotiations. I

utilize the fem_leg variable from Krause et al. (2018) in order to control for women’s legislative

participation and, more generally, capture gender equality and women’s political influence at the

country level.

In addition to women’s political participation, I also control for conflict duration using

con_dur (Krause et al. 2018). Conflict duration may influence women’s recruitment

opportunities in rebel groups as rebel group elites may be reluctant to allow women’s

participation early on but may permit their inclusion once the group becomes more
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well-established (Wood and Thomas 2017). Additionally, conflict duration may affect women’s

inclusion on conflict termination teams in line with the existing body of literature suggesting that

longer wars more deeply contest existing institutions, opening space for women to participate in

post-conflict politics (e.g. Hughes 200).

Finally, I control for leftist ideology using the lef_ide variable from Krause et al. (2018).

In their seminal work on women’s mobilization in rebel groups, Thomas and Wood (2017) found

that the political ideology of a group is a primary determinant of women’s deployment in combat

roles in armed groups. Specifically, leftist rebel groups often draw upon Marxist philosophies of

class struggle and promote revolution as a mechanism to fundamentally remake social

hierarchies, contributing to greater access for women. For ideological reasons, it is also possible

that these groups are more likely to include women on their conflict termination teams. I utilize a

dummy variable for leftist ideology in order to account for the potential confounding.

Model Selection and Estimation

I utilize linear probability models to assess the effects of female combatant participation

on female participation on conflict termination teams. A variety of robustness checks were

conducted to confirm model fit and to validate my analysis. All models were also run as probit

regressions and logistic regressions and the results are robust to the different specifications. The

results show no substantive differences in the findings of the linear models. I test two hypotheses

(H1 and H2) in a total of 24 models. Each hypothesis has three sets (linear probability, logistic

regression, and probit regression) of four models. In the coming section, I discuss only the results

of the linear probability models, which I selected due to interpretability. The probit and logistic

regression models are presented as tables in the Appendix.
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Analysis and Results

In Table 2.1, I present the results of the linear probability models for H1, estimating the

effects of female combatant presence on female participation on conflict termination teams

proxied by female signatories. The results for Model 1 indicate a positive, statistically significant

relationship when controlling for female legislators and conflict duration. Dropping conflict

duration and adding leftist ideology as a control, Model 2 also shows a significant, positive

relationship between female combatant presence and female signatories. Model 3, which controls

for conflict duration and leftist ideology as controls but not female legislators, yields statistically

insignificant results. Finally, Model 4 includes all three controls and again shows positive,

statistically significant results providing evidence to suggest that female combatant presence

influences female signatories at a p-value of less than 0.01. Model 4 has the highest R-squared

and Adjusted R-Squared values of all models, suggesting the best model fit and indicating that

33.7% of the variability in the presence of female signatories is explained by the presence of

female combatants. The regression estimates that the probability of negotiations including female

signatories increases by 12.6%, on average, when a group switches from having no female

combatants to having female combatants.
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Table 2.1: Linear Models for Female Combatant Presence and Female Signatories

Consistent with the results from the first set of linear probability models, in Table 2.2 I

present results for the linear models for H2, estimating the effects of female combatant

prevalence on female signatories. Model 1 shows a positive, statistically significant relationship

between female combatant prevalence and female signatories when controlling for female

legislators and conflict duration. Similarly, controlling for female legislators and leftist ideology

in Model 2 shows a positive, statistically significant relationship between female combatant

prevalence and female signatories. Model 3, which drops the female legislators control, shows

statistically insignificant results. As with the results of the H1 models, Model 4 again showed

positive, statistically significant results indicating that with a p-value of less than 0.01 there is

strong evidence to suggest that female combatant prevalence affects the presence of female

signatories. Female combatant prevalence explains 33.1% of the variability in female signatories
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and as female combatant prevalence goes up a level, the probability of female signatories

increases by 5.5%, on average.

Table 2.2: Linear Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Female Signatories

The results of the linear models provide strong evidence in support of my first two

hypotheses, suggesting that women’s participation in rebel groups influences their subsequent

representation in the negotiations involving the rebel groups they fight for. The results for both

hypotheses consistently achieve statistical significance and are robust to different specifications.

My models show that negotiations involving groups with female combatants are significantly

more likely to have female signatories than negotiations involving groups without female

combatants. Furthermore, as female combatant prevalence in the rebel group increases, the

likelihood of female signatories being active in associated negotiations also increases. Taken

together, my findings confirm that the presence and prevalence of female combatants are
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valuable and overlooked explanatory factors for women’s post-conflict political rights and

opportunities. The presence of female signatories in negotiations is independently important in

light of extensive evidence demonstrating that women’s descriptive representation has direct

benefits for building trust and legitimacy and increasing women’s senses of political efficacy,

especially meaningful in post-conflict contexts. Additionally, women’s descriptive representation

often translates to improved substantive representation, with women in politics pursuing distinct

policy priorities in an array of settings. Given the implications of women’s participation on

conflict termination teams for the prioritization of women’s agendas in negotiations, my results

also motivate further questions about the consequences of female combatant presence and

prevalence for the adoption of gendered terms in peace agreements, a question I address in the

coming chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: PEACE OUT, GIRL SCOUT: FEMALE COMBATANTS AND GENDER
PROVISIONS IN PEACE AGREEMENTS

Introduction and Literature Review

Peace agreements are foundational documents that formalize an attempt to end armed

conflict between warring parties and establish politics as an alternative (Bell and O’Rourke

2011). Contemporary peace agreements are increasingly expanding in focus beyond achieving

the cessation of hostilities and towards the reimagination of the state as a liberal democracy with

an emancipated role for women (Anderson 2016). References to the rights of women and girls in

peace agreements are crucial because they exploit a window wherein political and social

institutions are malleable to establish gains in the post-conflict political order. Peace agreements

generate the legal frameworks in which post-conflict states will operate, and thus can change

norms and bind political actors to commitments (Reid 2021). Because the peace agreement

represents not only the conclusion of war but also the beginning of new rules for governance,

inclusion in the texts of peace agreements can form a bedrock for subsequent political, legal, and

social reform (Bell and O’Rourke 2011).

The share of peace agreements referencing women has more than doubled since 2000

(Bell 2015), when UNSC resolution 1325 first stipulated that peace agreements ought to adopt a

“gender perspective.” Anderson and Swiss (2014) found that gender provisions are increasingly

common features of peace agreements, as the agreements succeeding approximately 40 percent

of conflicts that generated peace settlements between 1975 and 2011 contained at least one

reference to women, with most of those referencing women signed after 1989. A gender

perspective may feature in peace accords through specific terminology (e.g. use of the words

“women” as opposed to gender-neutral terms such as “people” or “minority groups”), provisions

to encourage or require gender parity and other forms of gender mainstreaming in political
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organs and the post-conflict economy, consequences for war-related sexual and gender-based

violence, rejection of blanket amnesty for war crimes, and establishment of resources for women.

Furthermore, peace agreements adopting a gender perspective may recognize the diverse roles of

women, identifying both women and men (when relevant) as ex-combatants, survivors of

violence, heads of households, and internally displaced people. Specific provisions may specify

women’s entitlements within these categories, designing equitable benefits, policies, and security

arrangements (Buchanan et al. 2012).

Extant research on gender and peace agreements has revealed that references to women

are oftentimes not just “pieces of paper” but instead that gender provisions substantially improve

women’s rights and opportunities in post-conflict states (Bell and O’Rourke 2010). Agreements

produce incentive structures and behavioral constraints for political actors, empower groups to

advocate for reform, and can produce notable social and political shifts, especially for women

following conflict (Reid 2021). There are some limitations to gender provisions in peace

agreements, including that references are still largely limited to once-off provisions or female

victimhood. Furthermore, the inclusion of gender provisions in peace agreement texts is

concentrated in the more comprehensive stages of agreement, with gender issues frequently

overlooked in pre-negotiation and implementation stages (Bell and McNicholl 2019).

Nevertheless, recent quantitative scholarship suggests that, across diverse contexts, gender

inclusive agreements result in improved government respect for women’s political rights,

including adoption and enforcement of national laws designed to protect women’s rights to vote,

run for public office, hold elected and appointed government positions, join political parties, and

petition government officials (Reid 2021). Reid (2021) wrote that peace agreements can affect

women’s rights through direct and indirect mechanisms, increasing actors’ commitments and
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government respect for women’s rights, empowering women’s groups in civil society, and

spurring broader norm shifts.

Despite notable gains, peace agreements that include meaningful provisions for women

and girls, remain the exception, not the rule (Wise 2021). Women face enduring challenges in

having their demands prioritized during peace processes and incorporated into the foundational

political texts that follow negotiated settlement. Over the past decade, scholars have opened an

investigation of gender in peace agreements in an attempt to discern the explanatory factors

underlying the significant variation observed in gender provision adoption. Consensus exists that

among the two key drivers of gender provisions are women’s inclusion in elite negotiations (True

and Riveros-Morales 2018; Aduda and Liesch 2022) and women’s activity in civil society (True

and Riveros-Morales 2018; Aduda and Liesch 2022). Women’s national parliamentary

representation has also been presented as a primary determinant of gender-inclusive peace

agreements (True and Riveros-Morales 2018), although this finding has been recently contested

by scholars leveraging bias-corrected approaches (Arciniegas Murillo 2021). Underlying the

salience of women’s inclusion in peace talks and women’s civil society groups is the argument

that collectives of women advocate on behalf of a different set of interests than men, and when

possible leverage positions of power to actualize demands on behalf of those interests. Indeed,

Weldon (2002) wrote that, absent pressure from feminists, gender-based violence is seldom

raised as an issue, much less as a priority.

However, even where robust women’s advocacy movements exist, women’s demands are

often ignored during peace processes. In cases such as Northern Ireland, for example, despite

remarkable efforts by local women’s groups and the cross-community Northern Ireland Women’s

Coalition, “paramilitary ceasefires and subsequent talks ushered in a peace process that was
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rooted in a male dominated and ethnically polarized polity.” (Racioppi and Sullivan 2006, 197)

Why are autonomous women’s movements successful in achieving the representation of

women’s agendas in some situations, but unsuccessful in others? Though autonomous

movements that are explicitly feminist have clear implications for the articulation of group

consciousness, mobilization efforts, and the development of international solidarity networks

with gender at one focus, the participation of women within rebel groups may also be key for

advancing women’s rights in the post-conflict arena. Women in rebel groups accrue leverage

within movements and attain significant coercive power. Anderson and Swiss (2014) concluded

that “More research is needed to determine how and under what conditions women’s

participation in peace negotiations translates into gains for women.” In this chapter, I test

whether the variables exerting the key independent influence on the adoption of gender

provisions are the presence and prevalence of female combatants within those groups.

Htun and Weldon (2010) discussed how feminist networks weaponize moral leverage

from inter-state agreements with the aim of producing favorable reform, but noted that the

pressure resonates differently in various contexts. “Poor countries seek financial capital and

legitimacy; autocracies and emerging democracies want to demonstrate their democratic and

human rights credentials. These countries are therefore more vulnerable to external pressure than

wealthier nations or established democracies.” (212) The other side of this coin is that similarly

situated states are vulnerable to internal pressure, particularly in the form of an insurgency that

mobilizes numerous cross-sections of the population, a logic that also applies to the internal

dynamics of rebel groups seeking legitimacy and relying on combatants for power and influence.

In light of the sometimes superficial roles of women at the negotiating table, Aduda and Liesch

(2022) recently raised the question of how female participants influence the scope and specificity
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of gender provisions in peace agreements. They contended that delegates need both the

willingness and opportunity to push for gender provisions in order to influence final agreements.

Drawing upon the theory articulated in the previous chapters, I suggest that the skills and status

female ex-combatants gain through rebellion enables them to position themselves as influential

actors who ultimately affect the texts of the peace agreements involving the rebel groups they

fought for. Women develop political agendas through conflict experience while the leverage

accrued to women through their contributions to rebel groups creates opportunities to influence

peace processes, among other avenues for post-conflict politics.

H3: The prior presence of female combatants in a rebel group increases the likelihood of gender

provision inclusion in the peace agreement signed by the rebel group.

H4: The likelihood of gender provision inclusion increases as female combatant prevalence in the

associated rebel group increases.

Data and Variables

To test the relationship between female combatant presence and prevalence and the

adoption of gender provisions in peace agreements, I merged the WARD 1.3 with data on peace

agreements from the PA-X Peace Agreements Database and Dataset Version 5 (Bell et al. 2021).

Bell et. all (2021, 2) define a peace agreement as a “formal, publicly available document,

produced after discussion with conflict protagonists and mutually agreed to by some or all of

them, addressing conflict with a view to ending it.” The PA-X 5 contains data on 1915 peace

agreements from more than 150 peace processes taking place between 1990 and 2021.

Independent Variables:

As described in Chapter 2, I use the WARD indicators of female combatants in rebel

groups in order to estimate the relationship between female combatant presence and prevalence
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and the adoption of gender provisions in peace agreements. For this empirical test and the one

outlined in Chapter 3, I utilize the WARD v1.3 for the explanatory variables. The WARD v1.3

includes information on over 300 groups active between 1964 and 2014 (Wood and Thomas

2017). For the binary indicator, I primarily utilize female_combatants_best. The

cat4_prevalence_best variable is used for the categorical indicator. The “best” estimates rely on a

relatively strict coding procedure vis-à-vis who constitutes a fighter and report the levels of

female combatant participation most commonly reflected in the source material.

All models are also estimated using the more liberal indicators in the WARD for

robustness checks (i.e. female_combatants_high and cat4_prevalence_high). These variables

include women who were formally included in the military wing of an organization in cases

where clear evidence of combat participation is lacking. In addition, the high estimates reflect an

upper bound of the prevalence of female combatants reported in source documents (Wood and

Thomas 2017). Additional robustness checks use the female_combatants_exs and

cat4_prevalence_exs variables, which exclude female suicide bombers from estimates of female

participation in the armed group in light of scholarship suggesting that their modes of

recruitment, levels of integration, and training may differ notably from those of other troops

(Wood and Thomas 2017).

Dependent Variables:

In this chapter, I assess the relationship between female combatant presence and

prevalence and the inclusion of gender provisions in the peace agreements signed by rebel

groups. Specifically, I utilize the EqGen variable from PA-X 5. The EqGen variable is a

categorical indicator with values ranging from 0 to 3 reflecting the depth of the commitment to

gender provisions made in the peace agreement. If no provisions referring to general
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commitments to equality, non-discrimination, or similar appear in a peace agreement, the

observation takes a value of 0 for EqGen. If such provisions appear, a value of 1 for EqGen

denotes rhetorical provision or mention of equality in the agreement. Values of 2 and 3

respectively represent substantive provisions on equality and detailed substantive provisions on

equality suggesting commitment (Bell et al. 2021)

In addition to the ordinal variable, I recoded EqGen as a dummy variable to reflect the

presence of any gender provisions in the peace agreement. This variable captures whether any

commitments to equality are made in the peace agreement, regardless of how detailed the

provisions are in the texts of the agreements. Observations with values of 0 for EqGen receive a

score of 0, with all other values receiving a score of 1.

Control Variables:

The relationship between female combatants and gendered provisions in peace

agreements may be mediated by several variables. First, I control for women’s civil society

participation civ_soc from PA-X 5 (Bell et al. 2021) in light of how prominently the civil society

explanation features in the existing literature on gender provisions in peace agreements (e.g. True

and Riveros-Morales 2018; Aduda and Liesch 2022). While civil society participation might not

create confounding, it is an important alternative pathway that may explain a large amount of the

variability observed in the response variable. It is also possible that, in addition to clearly

influencing the likelihood of gender provision adoption, women’s civil society participation

represents a form of women’s mainstream political representation at the time of conflict, which

may influence women’s recruitment into rebel groups through the mechanisms outlined in

Chapter 2.
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In addition to civil society participation, I also account for the forced recruitment of

female combatants using forced_recruit from the WARD v1.3. The diverse recruitment strategies

of armed groups may play a role in the potential relationship between female group rebel

participation and rebel group willingness to adopt substantive measures to improve women’s

rights in the post-conflict arena. Though scholars have documented extensive female

participation in armed groups on a voluntary basis (e.g. Henshaw 2015), forced recruitment,

particularly of women, is likely to occur when rebel groups experience deficits and when

accountability is low (Richards 2014). Recruitment strategy has implications both for the

outcome of a conflict (Braithwaite and Ruiz 2018) and for assessing the empowerment of women

in the context of a rebel group, warranting a complex view of agency. Whether or not female

participation in the armed group is voluntary reflects on the prospects for female combatants to

leverage their contributions to the movement for concessions.

Reflecting the aforementioned data collection challenges, I include low_information from

WARD v1.3, a dummy variable denoting cases for which no or very limited information about

female combatant participation is available despite the substantial availability of material about

other aspects of the armed group. Those cases receiving a score of 1 for low_information are

assumed to have no female combatants, although the presence or absence of female combatants

could not be reliably verified given the data constraints. Observations taking a value of 0 are

associated with evidence explicitly confirming or denying women’s participation in the armed

group (Wood and Thomas 2017).

Finally, in line with the discussion of ideology in Chapter 2, I control for no_ideol from

WARD v1.3, a dummy variable indicating whether or not a group has a coherent, clearly stated

political ideology. Ideology can create confounding as it can drive both the recruitment of female
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combatants and the adoption of gender provisions in peace agreements. Concurrent with Wood

and Thomas (2017), I also control for the the Muslim population of a state using islmgenpct from

WARD v.1.3 in order to account for the broad cultural values found in many Muslim-majority

states which may depress both female participation in rebel groups and the likelihood of gender

provision adoption.

Model Selection and Estimation

In the coming section, I present the results of the second empirical test. Adoption of

gendered terms in the peace agreement was modeled as an ordered logistic regression model with

EqGen as the dependent variable, absorbing the country. Results are sensitive to model

specification and estimation choices. Tables presenting the probit regression models are included

in the Appendix. Turn now to the results of the logit models.

Analysis and Results

Recall, H3 posits that the presence of female combatants should be associated with

gendered terms. In Model 1 of Table 3.1 I show the unconditional relationship. I find a

statistically insignificant relationship for the naïve model. When controlling for no ideology, civil

society, and low information in Model 2 of Table 3.1, I find positive, statistically significant

results at an alpha level of 0.1, offering weak evidence of a relationship. Model 3 regresses

EqGen on female_combatants_best including forced_recruit as a control and shows positive,

statistically significant results at an alpha level of 0.1. Finally, Model 4 includes the full suite of

control variables and shows null results. In sum, I find weak evidence in support of my

hypothesis H3 that female combatant presence significantly increases the likelihood of gender

provision adoption.
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Table 3.1: Logit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Gender Provisions

Table 3.2 displays the results of the ordered logistic regression models testing H4 or the

potential relationship between female combatant prevalence and gender provision adoption.

Regressing EqGen on cat4_prevalence_best, Model 1 shows a positive, statistically insignificant

relationship. Controlling for no ideology, civil society, and low information in Model 2 again

yields null results. Model 3 regresses EqGen on cat4_prevalence_best while controlling for

forced recruitment and shows negative, statistically insignificant results. Results for Model 4

were also negative and insignificant, including only the no ideology and civil society controls.

Model 5, which includes all of the control variables, shows positive and insignificant results,

with the sign of the partial regression coefficient conforming to expectations. Overall, I do not

find evidence in support of H4 that the prevalence of female combatants positively influences the

likelihood of gender provision adoption in peace agreements signed by the groups for which

rebel women fought as combatants.
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Table 3.2: Logit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Gender Provisions

In addition to testing the potential relationship between female combatant presence and

prevalence and EqGen, a categorical indicator measuring the depth of the commitment to gender

inclusion made in a given peace agreement, I also tested H3 and H4 using a recoded binary

indicator. The new response variable indicates whether or not a peace agreement includes any

gender provisions, regardless of the depth or level of detail of the commitment. I produced

ordered logistic regression models with any gender provisions as the response variable,

absorbing the country. In the coming section, I discuss the results of the ordered logistic

regression models. However, alternative estimation techniques were also leveraged. Tables

displaying the probit models are included in the Appendix.

In Table 3.3 I display the results of the models testing H3 using the second dependent

variable. Model 1 shows a positive, statistically insignificant relationship. Controlling for no

ideology, civil society, and low information, Model 2 shows positive results that are statistically

significant at an alpha level of 0.1. The results Model 3 indicate a positive, statistically

significant relationship between female combatant presence and any gender provisions when

controlling for forced recruitment at an alpha level of 0.05. The results of Model 4, which
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includes all controls, are also positive and statistically insignificant. Ultimately, I again find weak

evidence in support of my hypothesis H3 that the presence of female combatants drives the

adoption of gender provisions in peace agreements.

Table 3.3: Logit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Any Gender Provisions

Lasly, in Table 3.4,  I present the results of the logistic regression models for H4

examining the effects of female combatant prevalence on the adoption of any gender provisions

in peace agreements. The results of the naive model are positive and insignificant. The results of

Model 2, which includes no ideology, civil society, and low information as controls are also

positive and insignificant. Model 3 regresses cat4_prevalence_best on any gender provisions

while controlling for forced recruitment and yields negative and statistically insignificant results.

Model 4, which adds no ideology and civil society as controls indicates negative, statistically

insignificant results. The results for Model 5 are insignificant, but the partial regression

coefficient is positive, in the expected direction. These results do not offer evidence to suggest

that going up a level in female combatant prevalence may make a difference for the probability

of gender provision adoption.
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Table 3.4: Logit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Any Gender Provisions

The findings for the second empirical test are puzzling, especially in light of the strong

evidence presented in Chapter 2 of an association between female combatants and female

signatories. However, there are several potential explanations consistent with existing work and

my theoretical expectations for why, generally, I did not observe a strong relationship between

female combatant participation and the adoption of gender provisions. The direct link may be

weaker than the ties between combatants and negotiators, diminishing the influence of female

rebels. Difficult negotiations over provisions of the peace agreements could also mean that

gender provisions are one of the concessions that is cut first. Additionally, it could also be that

more gender equal societies already have extensive protections for women’s political rights and

opportunities, making gender provisions seem lower-priority relative to other, group specific

goals. This explanation is potentially valuable because more gender equal societies with higher

female political participation may also be more likely to see women join rebel groups.

Another compelling explanation for the disparity between the results observed in Chapter

2 and Chapter 3 relates to critical mass, this time vis-a-vis signatories. A broad literature on

gender and legislative politics suggests that a critical mass of 10 to 35% of women is needed to
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precipitate major changes in institutions, behavior, policy priorities, and voting (Studlar and

McAllister 2003). Revisiting the coding for the response variable in the previous test, Krause et

al. (2018) code the female signatories indicator as 1 in cases where at least one female signatory

is present. However, it is unclear how many female signatories were present for each

observation, or what proportion of the conflict termination team women comprised. Considering

the coding of the response variable in Chapter 2 may help to contextualize the second set of

results. The distinction between the presence of female signatories and the prevalence of female

signatories is crucial, because we would expect that a single female signatory may not be able to

have a policy impact in negotiations. When women do not comprise a critical mass of

negotiators, they are not able to function as spoilers in negotiations, undermining their ability to

impose their policy priorities in the ultimate agreements.

While women in politics, generally speaking, have distinct agendas and policy priorities

from men, there is evidence to suggest that women who are significant minorities in a given

political setting (e.g. in legislative politics) may eschew identity-related policy priorities or even

display more “masculine” preferences because of pressure to show that they are effective leaders

who represent communities outside of their gender. In skewed legislatures where women and

minorities comprise fewer than 15% of legislators, they are often perceived as tokens, afforded

less status and respect and attracting more scrutiny for policy activism on behalf of their affinity

groups (Thomas 1991; Barrett 1997; Childs and Mona 2008). However, while the critical mass

literature may help to explain the differences between the results for H1 and H2 on one hand and

H3 and H4 on the other, they underscore the puzzling disparity in results for H3 compared with

H4. We would expect that going up a level in female combatant prevalence could make a

difference for the likelihood of gender provision inclusion in peace agreements. The expectations
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outlined in the critical mass literature are that the mere presence of women may not be sufficient

to instigate changes in favor of women's rights, but passing a threshold at which point women

comprise a meaningful body of supporters of a group allows them to function as spoilers and

influence outcomes.

Given that women might be invited to negotiations as window dressing rather than as part

of an effort to elevate women’s voices in the peace process, it is possible that the kinds of women

selected to represent these rebel groups are distinct in their policy preferences. Possibly, they are

co-opted and socialized by group elites and unlikely to engage in significant activism on behalf

of a smaller interest group. Including female negotiators also then allows rebel group elites to

shift the blame for failure to adopt gender provisions onto women.

Finally, while an array of actors may have incentives to promote the descriptive

representation of women in negotiations, this is especially true for cases of rebel groups with

female combatants. Including women is an important signaling mechanism to the outside world,

but also to the rebel group’s own constituency when it includes female combatants. Ultimately,

including a female negotiator is a relatively low-cost and low-commitment way to signal

solidarity with a body of female supporters compared with agreement to concrete, binding

measures that improve their status, rights, and material conditions. The heterogeneity observed in

the results across the chapters is interesting, because it suggests that female combatants might

matter more for some post-conflict stages than others. Especially puzzling are the null results for

the female combatant prevalence independent variable juxtaposed with the weak evidence for the

binary measure of female combatants. Future archival or field work might help bring into sharper

relief the dynamics at play.
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CHAPTER 4: FROM CONFLICT TO CONGRESS: FEMALE COMBATANTS AND
GENDER QUOTA ADOPTION

Introduction and Literature Review

Incorporating women into positions of power signals openness and lends legitimacy to

new political actors. Nevertheless, Stockemer and Kchouk (2017) conclude that most regime

changes do not improve the representation of women. Relatedly, Fallon, Swiss and Viterna

(2012) show empirically that it is the process of democratization, rather than the level of

democratic freedoms, that counts for women’s representation in the legislature. In recent

decades, the adoption of gender quotas has become a common feature of democratization

processes. Quotas are measures that require political parties to promote the selection of more

female candidates, typically taking one of three forms outlined by Krook, Lovenduski, and

Squires (2009). First, some national parliaments have instituted reserved seats that only women

are eligible to contest. In a second arrangement, legislative quotas are mandated by national

parliaments and set out new criteria for candidate selection, sometimes entailing sanctions for

non-compliance. Finally, party quotas are gender quotas adopted by individual political parties,

setting out criteria for candidate selection and sometimes involving internal party sanctions for

non-compliance. For PR electoral systems, party quotas affect the composition of party lists,

while in majoritarian systems they affect candidate eligibility for particular seats.

However, quotas are neither uniformly adopted nor uniformly implemented. Arendt

(2018, 295) articulated, “That the outcomes of gender quotas are highly contingent on adoption

context suggests the need for academics and policy makers to analyze the politics behind these

measures to develop country-specific approaches for empowering women in politics.” The recent

publication of datasets such as the Quota Adoption and Reform Over Time (QAROT) dataset

(Hughes, Paxton, Clayton, and Zetterberg 2017) have substantially advanced scholarly efforts to
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uncover the determinants of legislative gender quota adoption, but a paucity of publicly

available, quantitative, and cross-national data on party quotas, or those gender quotas

voluntarily adopted by individual political parties, has until now precluded the study of quota

adoption through the prism of the movement-party relationship.

As of 2006, 130 political parties in 61 states had adopted party quotas, or those gender

quotas voluntarily enacted by parties to improve the gender balance of their legislators

(Davidson-Schmich 2006). The adoption of gender quotas by political parties is particularly

meaningful because parties gatekeep women’s access to political office (Kittilson 2006;

Lovenduski and Norris 1993). Usually, party quotas mandate that women constitute a given

percentage of a party’s electoral slate, which tends to be between 25 and 50 percent. While some

policies specifically identify women as the group to be promoted, others opt for a gender-neutral

formulation that outlines a minimum level of representation for “each sex” or limitations on

“either sex” comprising above a given percentage of the party’s candidates ( Krook, Lovenduski,

and Squires 2009).

Some have criticized quotas, which may leave unaddressed the authority deficits that

undermine women in formal positions of political power. At worst, in specific instances, quotas

have even strengthened nepotism while allowing oppressive political actors to deflect criticism.

The implementation of gender quotas may not be effective in all contexts, and must take into

account cultural and historical realities, especially interlocking oppressions in societies

reckoning with post-conflict legacies. (Ali 2019). Nevertheless, the overall consensus is that

gender quotas have a measurable effect on the advancement of women’s rights. Xydias (2007)

found that greater descriptive representation of women in political parties that have adopted

party quotas translates to substantive representation. Women legislators are more likely than men
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to call attention to the interests of their women constituents, and the presence of a gender quota

independently increases attention to women’s issues in the feminist and traditional senses.

The gender quota guarantees women’s representation within the party, on electoral

lists and in other central party structures. It is instrumental in supporting the construction of

equitable institutions, linking women’s desire for access to political power with a mechanism for

access. Self-imposed and often tied to enforcement provisions, the voluntary party quota

signifies a group’s accountability to its female membership and serves as an avenue for the

substantive representation of women’s agendas, ensuring that women comprise a critical mass

within the organization. Quotas have become an increasingly common feature of peace

agreements attempting to resolve civil conflicts in addition to voluntary adoption in other

post-conflict contexts. In her book about women in post-war Africa, Tripp (2015) discussed the

pressure women face to return to traditional roles following the conclusion of armed conflict.

The implementation of gender quotas enshrines in law the gains in women’s political

mobilization produced by conflict, preventing a backslide towards patriarchy.

The success of party quotas at increasing women’s descriptive and substantive

representation has raised questions about the factors influencing their adoption. The existing

scholarship on the adoption and implementation of party quotas is focused on established

European democracies. However, the process by which a political party in an established

Western democracy comes to adopt a gender quota may differ from the process by which a

former rebel party in a post-conflict state does so; specifically, former rebel parties must reckon

with the legacy of conflict and the movement-party relationship. Nevertheless, there are several

relevant insights that can be derived from the existing party quotas literature. Murray, Krook, and

Opello (2012) explore the puzzling support of male party elites for quota adoption, arguing that
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quota adoption is self-interested and comes down to party pragmatism influenced by a range of

competing incentives. Because parties are not unitary actors, decisions regarding parity reform

are the result of pragmatic compromises in the face of various pressures. Kittilson (1999),

analyzing established democracies, concluded that the presence of women within the

rank-and-file and leadership of a given political party is among the most salient and direct factors

enhancing the likelihood that quotas will be adopted. Indeed, Lovenduski and Norris (1993, 14)

wrote that in the political parties of Western Europe, “There [was] no party in which efforts to

nominate more women have occurred without an intervention by women making claims.”

Concurrently, studying Belgium, Meier (2000) identified that the decision to adopt quotas can be

attributed to a broader tradition of group representation. In short, much of what is known so far

about the adoption of party quotas is that women’s representation in the adopting group matters.

For former rebel parties, the tradition of representation is rooted in the gender composition of the

rebel group, a subject I investigate.

H5: The prior presence of female combatants in a rebel group increases the likelihood of

voluntary party quota adoption in the consequent former rebel party.

H6: The likelihood of voluntary party quota adoption increases as female combatant prevalence

in the associated rebel group increases.

Data and Variables
Independent Variables:

As in Chapter 3, I utilize indicators of female combatant presence and prevalence from

the WARD v1.3 (Wood and Thomas 2017), with a primary interest in female_combatants_best

and cat4_prevalence_best for testing the fifth and sixth hypotheses, respectively.

Dependent Variables:
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In order to test the relationship between female combatant presence and prevalence and

gender quota adoption, I constructed a dataset merging the WARD 1.3 and data on rebel group to

political party transitions from Ishiyama and Marshall (2017). I then constructed several

variables capturing gender quota adoption. The first, idea_quota, reflects political parties found

in the International IDEA Gender Quotas Database (GQD) that have adopted gender quotas. This

estimate is highly reliable but undercounts instances of gender quota adoption in a number of

ways. The database does not include those groups that have adopted gender quotas outside of

party statutes. For example, while the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) in

Mexico does not contest elections at the level of the national legislature, the EZLN has adopted

gender quotas in the Zapatista autonomous government structures it has established in the state

of Chiapas (Moncayo 2006). Perhaps more importantly, the IDEA GQD only lists voluntary

party quotas when they are set at a threshold that is higher than a legislated gender quota, if one

exists. Consequently, the database does not list cases where political parties have adopted a

gender quota if there is a national quota set at a higher threshold. For instance, the Frente

Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN) in Nicaragua has adopted a 30% quota for female

candidates on party lists (Roza et al. 2011), but this quota is not reflected in the GQD because the

Nicaraguan constitution and electoral law mandate a quota of 50% (GQD 2022). The adoption of

voluntary party quotas is significant even against the backdrop of a higher legislated quota

because it signals party-level agreement with quotas, which are often hotly contested during

national adoption processes, demonstrating support for women’s political participation more

broadly. Additionally, party quotas are meaningful commitments even against the backdrop of

higher national thresholds because parties frequently do not comply with legislated quotas.
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In order to rectify the undercounting of cases from the GQD, I constructed a set of

additional variables in order to capture cases of gender quota adoption. The quota_high variable

is a binary variable coded as 1 if evidence was found that quotas were adopted 1, with all other

cases coded as 0. Sources collected include academic journal articles and NGO and IGO reports,

and data were reviewed through terms such as the name of the rebel group and any acronyms or

aliases, country name, party name and acronym (if applicable), and “gender quota.”

In addition to the quota_high variable, I also included alt_quota, which broadly captures

measures similar to quotas aimed at increasing women’s political participation within the group.

I did not look systematically for alt_quota, but noted cases that arose in the process of coding the

quota_high variable. An example of a group that was coded as 0 for idea_quota and quota_high

but 1 for alt_quota is the União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (UNITA), an

Angolan former rebel party that has not adopted voluntary party quotas but which requires that

women should have 30% of all posts in all leadership organs (Amundsen and Weimer 2008).

Despite efforts to reduce bias, the suite of variables measuring gender quota adoption are

still susceptible to undercounting. Only English language sources were consulted when coding

the original variables.

In order to match cases of quota adoption with rebel groups in the WARD, I manually

merged the WARD with the Ishiyama and Marshall (2017) dataset on former rebel political

parties. The presence of a rebel group to political party match is indicated by the partymatch

dummy variable. The partymatch variable does not encompass all rebel groups that eventually

became political parties, but instead represents only those rebel groups that became former rebel

parties included in the rebel-to-party transitions dataset.
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I took a conservative approach to coding matches when dealing with exceptional cases.

Because both the WARD and rebel-to-party dataset contain observations that are splinter groups

or coalitions, I did not match an original rebel group with a splinter group party, or an individual

rebel group with a coalition party. Splinter group-splinter party matches and coalition rebel

group-coalition party matches were made, when applicable. Because splinter groups and

coalitions can have different levels of female combatants from the original groups, combining

them without regard to differences in female participation would undermine the internal validity

of the study. When a rebel group splintered into multiple rebel groups, and a party succeeding

one of the splinter groups was present in the rebel-to-party dataset, I did not code a match for the

original rebel group and the splinter party. In the same vein, I did not code a splinter group as a

match for a unified former rebel party. However, splinter rebel groups were merged with

matching former rebel parties that succeeded the splinter group. Similarly, when a coalition of

rebel groups formed, and a party succeeding one of the rebel groups in the coalition was present

in the rebel-to-party dataset, I did not code a match for the coalition rebel group and the former

rebel party succeeding one coalition member. Additionally, I did not code an individual rebel

group as a match for a coalition party of which the rebel group became a member. However,

coalition rebel groups were merged with matching coalition former rebel parties.

Take as an illustrative example the Coordination des Mouvements de l'Azawad (CMA), a

coalition of Tuareg and Arab rebel groups in Mali, which is included in the WARD but not in the

rebel-to-party dataset. Parties such as the Mouvement national de libération de l'Azawad

(MNLA), which succeeded rebel groups that were a part of the CMA, but not the entirety of the

CMA, are included in the rebel-to-party dataset. These two observations were not matched. As a

party directly succeeding the entire CMA was not found, the observation representing the CMA
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in the merged dataset is coded as 0 for partymatch. For a contrastive case, the Ejército

Revolucionario del Pueblo (ERP), found in the WARD, was one of five rebel groups that

comprised the Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional (FMLN) in El Salvador. The

ERP does not have a direct successor in the rebel-to-party dataset and so is coded as 0 for

partymatch. However, the FMLN is present in both the WARD and rebel-to-party dataset and

these observations are merged.

Control Variables:
Consistent with the justifications presented for the previous empirical tests, I include a

number of controls in my models to account for variables that may mediate the relationship

between female participation in rebel groups and gender quota adoption. First, I control for

conflict duration using warduration from the WARD v1.3 in light of evidence suggesting that

longer-scale wars might both positively influence women’s recruitment opportunities in rebel

groups and exert an upward pressure on the likelihood of gender quota adoption, with longer

wars more deeply challenging existing political institutions. I also control for inequality and

democracy from the WARD v1.3 as low inequality and robust democratic political institutions

could increase women’s political efficacy and participation, driving both rebel group

involvement and women’s engagement in post-conflict politics.

In another set of models presented in the coming section, I merge the quota data with the

original WARD (Wood and Thomas 2017) in order to examine the relationships between female

combatant presence and prevalence and quota adoption while controlling for additional variables.

These variables include conflict duration, forced recruitment, leftist ideology, nationalist

ideology, islamist ideology, female-to-male secondary education ratio, natural log of GDP

per-capita, very weak rebel groups, and percent Muslim.
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Model Selection and Estimation

As in the previous two empirical tests, I utilize linear probability models in order to

estimate the relationship between female combatant presence and prevalence and the adoption of

gender quotas. All models are also run as logistic regressions and probit regressions and results

are highly robust to the different specifications. Tables displaying the results of the logit and

probit models are included in the Appendix1. In the coming section, I present and discuss the

results of the linear models.

Analysis and Results

In Table 4.1, I display the results of the linear probability models for H5 testing the

relationship between female combatant presence and gender quota adoption utilizing the IDEA

quotas indicator as the dependent variable. Across models and specifications, the results are

consistently positive and significant with a p-value of less than 0.01, providing strong evidence

in support of my hypothesis that the presence of female combatants is positively related to the

probability of gender quota adoption. Model 1 is the naive model and shows strong positive

results. Adding conflict duration as a control  in Model 2, the results are also positive and

significant. Model 3 shows the results including inequality as a control, and shows positive and

statistically significant results. In Model 4, I show that there is a positive, significant relationship

between female combatant presence and quota adoption when controlling for democracy. In

Models 5 and 6, I utilize different combinations of the aforementioned controls, and again find a

positive and statistically significant relationship. Finally, Model 7 offers the best fit for the data

with the highest R-Squared of the models presented and shows strong evidence of a positive

1 Logistic and probit regression models for H5 are excluded. Estimation was not possible as the independent
variables perfectly predict the dependent variables.
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relationship between female combatant presence and quota adoption at a p-value of less than

0.01. The partial regression coefficient for Model 7 indicates that, holding conflict duration,

inequality, and democracy constant, the probability of gender quota adoption increases by 25.7%,

on average, when a group switches from no female combatants to having female combatants.

These results are important for suggesting that female combatants maintain political influence

once conflict ends.

Table 4.1: Linear Models for Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption

I also test the relationship between female combatant presence and the higher measure of

quota adoption in order to evaluate H5. The results of the linear probability models regressing

female combatant presence on the original quota adoption variable are presented below in Table

4.2. My findings confirm that a strong, positive relationship exists between female combatant

presence and gender quota adoption. Model 1 is the naive model and shows a positive

relationship between the explanatory and response variables. In Model 2, I include the war

duration control and again find a positive, statistically significant relationship between female

combatant presence and quota adoption. I control for inequality in Model 3 and similarly find

positive and significant results. Adding the democracy control for Model 4, the results are also

positive and significant. I find positive and significant results for Models 5 and 6, which utilize a

combination of the controls. Model 7 again indicates the best fit for the data with the most

variability in the response variable explained relative to the other models, and shows a positive,
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statistically significant relationship between female combatant presence and quota adoption with

a p-value of less than 0.01. The Beta coefficient for Model 7 estimates that, on average and

holding constant conflict duration, inequality, and democracy, the probability of gender quota

adoption increases by 32.3% as a group changes from having no female combatants to having

female combatants. Overall, this set of findings offers strong evidence in support of my fifth

hypothesis. Interestingly, the partial regression coefficients are noticeably higher when

comparing the second set of linear models with the first set for H5. Generally speaking, the

difference in the partial regression coefficients suggests that the increase in the probability of

gender quota adoption is higher for the more liberal operationalization of quota adoption

compared with the stricter operationalization.

Table 4.2: Linear Models for Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption (High)

Next, I present the results of the first set of linear probability models for H6 . In Table 4.3,

I model the relationship between female combatant prevalence and gender quota adoption with

the IDEA gender quotas indicator as the response variable. The linear models show a

consistently strong, positive, and statistically significant relationship between female combatant

prevalence and quota adoption. In Model 1, I show the simple regression and find positive,

significant results. Adding the war duration control in Model 2, the results remain positive and

significant. Model 3 includes the inequality control and Model 4 adds the democracy control,

both showing positive and significant results with a p-value of less than 0.01. In Model 5, I show
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a positive and significant relationship between female combatant prevalence and quota adoption

when controlling for both conflict duration and democracy. Model 6 similarly shows positive and

significant results when including the inequality and democracy controls. As with the previous

sets of linear models for H5, model fit is best when including the full suite of controls in Model 7.

The results for Model 7 show that female combatant prevalence and gender quota adoption are

strongly and positively related. As with all of the other models, Model 7 yields statistically

significant results with a p-value of less than 0.01. The partial regression coefficient indicates

that, holding conflict duration, inequality, and democracy constant, as the level of female

combatants in a rebel group goes up one factor level, the probability of quota adoption increases

by 13.6%, on average. My findings are robust to logit and probit specifications and provide

strong evidence in support of my sixth hypothesis that higher female combatant prevalence

should be associated with higher probability of gender quota adoption.

Table 4.3: Linear Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption

Turn now to Table 4.4, which presents the final set of linear models for H6 showing the

relationship between female combatant prevalence and gender quotas using the higher indicator

for quota adoption. As with the previous linear models for the third empirical test, all models

show a positive relationship between the explanatory and response variables that is statistically

significant at a p-value of less than 0.01, with results robust to alternative specifications. In
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Model 1, I show the simple linear relationship, which is positive and significant. I add the war

duration control in Model 2, which shows positive and significant results with an improved

model fit. For Model 3, I add the inequality control and find positive and significant results. I

control for democracy in Model 4 and also find a positive and significant relationship. In Model

5, I control for war duration and democracy and find a positive and significant relationship. For

Model 6, I again find a positive and significant relationship when controlling for inequality and

democracy. Model 7 explains the most variability suggesting the best model fit, and shows a

positive, statistically significant relationship between female combatant prevalence and the high

measure of gender quota adoption at a p-value of less than 0.01. The partial regression

coefficient for Model 7 can be interpreted as the change in the probability of gender quota

adoption when female combatant prevalence increases by one factor level. That is, as female

combatant prevalence moves up a level, the probability of gender quota adoption increases by

20.1%. Again, the slopes for the second set of linear models for H6 are steeper when compared

with those for the first set of models, and the second set of models explains more variability.

Cumulatively, my findings from both sets of models offer strong evidence in support of H6 that

female combatant prevalence is positively related to the probability of gender quota adoption.

Overall, the results of the third empirical test highlight an enduring relationship between female

combatants and the political movements that are associated with the rebel groups they fought for,

suggesting that women’s activity as combatants in cases of civil war and insurgency matters for

women’s representation in the post-conflict state.
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Table 4.4: Linear Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption (High)

In addition to the models produced using the WARD v.1.3, I also merged the quotas data

with the original iteration of the WARD (Wood and Thomas 2017) in order to estimate the

relationship between female combatant presence and prevalence using additional controls.

Though the sample in the original WARD is smaller, the dataset includes a number of variables

omitted in the newer iteration that may be useful for understanding the association between

female participation in rebel groups and quota adoption, including conflict duration, forced

recruitment of women into the rebel group, female-to-male secondary education ratio, natural log

of per-capita GDP, rebel group capacity, and percent Muslim. Further, I include several variables

in the next set of models that capture rebel group ideology, including dummy variables

representing leftist, nationalist, and islamist ideology. In the remainder of this Chapter, I present

and discuss the results of the linear models regressing the high estimate of quota adoption on

female combatant presence and prevalence. In sum, I show a consistently strong and positive

relationship between female combatant participation and quota adoption, aligning with the earlier

results. Results of linear models for the more conservative quotas estimate are presented as tables

in the Appendix and also show a statistically significant relationship for all models and both
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independent variables. Logistic and probit regression results are also included in the Appendix.2

Results are robust to the different specifications.

In Table 4.5, I display the results of the linear probability models for female combatant

presence and quota adoption using the original WARD. All models achieve statistical

significance at an alpha level of 0.05. In Model 1, I regress quota adoption on female combatant

presence controlling for conflict duration and rebel group capacity and find positive, statistically

significant results with a p-value of less than 0.01. In Model 2, I add forced recruitment as an

additional control and again show positive and statistically significant results. For Model 3, I

drop the forced recruitment control and add leftist ideology, showing positive and significant

results with a p-value of less than 0.01. Model 4 shows the best model fit with the highest

Adjusted R-Squared value. The estimated Beta coefficient indicates that controlling for conflict

duration, leftist ideology, nationalist ideology, and group capacity, as a group switches from no

female combatants to having female combatants, the likelihood of quota adoption increases by

9.3%, on average. Models 5 through 9 drop in and out additional controls including islamist

ideology female-to-male secondary education ratio, natural log of per-capita GDP, and percent

Muslim, all showing positive and statistically significant results. Model 10 also shows a strong

model fit, including conflict duration, leftist ideology, nationalist ideology, group capacity, and

percent Muslim as controls. The results of Model 10 indicate that, holding constant the

aforementioned variables, the probability of quota adoption increases by 9.2%, on average, as

female combatant presence moves from 0 to 1.

2 Logit and probit models for the female_combat_binary independent variable and idea_quota dependent variable for
the original WARD are omitted as the sample size was too small for these estimation techniques
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Table 4.5: Linear Models for Subset of Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption
(High)

Finally, in Table 4.6, I present the results of the linear probability models for female

combatant prevalence and quota adoption utilizing the original WARD and additional controls.

All of the models show a positive relationship between female combatant prevalence and quota

adoption and achieve statistical significance at an alpha level of 0.01. As before, in Model 1, I

show a positive and significant relationship between female combatant prevalence and quota

adoption when controlling for conflict duration and group capacity. In Model 2, I add the forced

recruitment control and find positive and significant results. In Model 3, I drop the forced

recruitment control and add the leftist ideology control, again showing positive and significant

results. In Model 4, I add the nationalist ideology control and show the best model fit for the set,

with an R-Squared of 0.200 and an Adjusted R-Squared of 0.179. Controlling for conflict

duration, leftist group ideology, nationalist ideology, and group capacity, I find a strong positive

relationship that is significant with a p-value of less than 0.01, with the probability of quota

adoption increasing by 9%, on average, as rebel groups move up a level in female combatant
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prevalence. In Model 6, I control for duration, nationalist and islamist ideology, and group

capacity and find a positive and significant relationship. Model 7 adds the leftist ideology control

back in and also shows positive, significant results. In Models 8 and 9, respectively, I add the

female-to-male secondary education ratio and log per-capita GDP controls, finding a positive and

significant association. Lastly, Model 10 also shows a relatively strong model fit with an

R-Squared of .203 and an Adjusted R-Squared of 0.177. The results of Model 10 suggest that

controlling for conflict duration, leftist ideology, nationalist ideology, group capacity, and percent

Muslim, the probability of quota adoption increases by 9%, on average, as the prevalence of

female combatants in the associated rebel group moves up a factor level.

Table 4.6: Linear Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption
(High)

As before, the results of the additional set of models corroborate that there is a strong

association between the presence and prevalence of female combatants in a rebel group and the

adoption of gender quotas by political movements that succeed those groups. This set of results,

considered in light of the earlier findings, provides strong evidence in support of my argument
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that women’s participation as combatants in rebel groups matters for gender equity in various

post-conflict stages. My thesis elucidates political arenas wherein female rebel group

participation can make a difference for women’s rights and opportunities, highlighting a class of

rebel groups and conflicts that are more likely to see headway while underscoring the importance

of bridging gender and conflict and gender and post-conflict institution building in future

research.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This thesis represents the first effort to leverage quantitative methods to comprehensively

understand the long-term political dynamics of female combatants in cases of civil war and

insurgency. Testing how female participation in rebellion influences women’s representation and

rights in different post-conflict stages through three empirical tests, I uncover evidence to

suggest that women’s participation as combatants in rebel groups indeed improves women’s

representation in post-conflict politics. In addition to the presence of female combatants, the

extent of female participation in the rebel group is also an important predictor of post-conflict

gender equality outcomes. More specifically, in Chapter 2, I demonstrate that the presence of

female combatants in a rebel group is a significant predictor of female participation on conflict

termination teams for negotiations involving the rebel group, proxied by female signatories. I

also show that the probability of female participation on elite negotiating teams increases as the

prevalence of female combatants in the associated rebel group increases. Then, in Chapter 3, I

offer mixed evidence on peace agreement terms, tentatively indicating that inclusion of gendered

terms in peace agreements is more probable when a rebel group has female combatants. In the

last empirical test performed in Chapter 4, I provide strong evidence showing that the presence

of female combatants is a key explanatory factor behind the adoption of gender quotas by

associated parties. Also, as female combatant prevalence increases, as does the likelihood of

gender quota adoption. Taken together, my analyses show that the presence and prevalence of

female combatants increase the probability that women’s post-conflict political rights and

opportunities are promoted. The results of Chapter 3 juxtaposed with the strong evidence of an

association offered in the previous and subsequent tests also suggest, interestingly, the potential

for heterogeneity, with female combatants mattering more in some cases than others.
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My findings are especially valuable in light of the consensus in existing work that

women’s participation in politics is positive for post-conflict states on numerous dimensions. In

addition to the general benefits of descriptive representation for improving the senses of political

efficacy and trust of members of the represented group, especially in contexts of historical

marginalization, descriptive representation often translates to the substantive representation of

women’s agendas. When women are represented in politics, they are more likely to govern in

ways that include and benefit their female constituency. Beyond benefits to women alone,

women’s descriptive representation is doubly important for post-conflict states as it is linked to

regime stability, legitimacy, and lowered risk of conflict recurrence.

Furthermore, I make a valuable theoretical contribution by articulating a novel argument

relating gender to ties between rebel groups and broader political movements. In the process, I

outline how women’s experiences in conflict enable and orient their participation in the various

stages of post-conflict politics, underscoring the enduring relationship between rebel groups and

political movements vis-à-vis gender. My work thus fits within the growing literature on former

rebel parties while showing how the movement-party logic also applies to new dimensions of

rebel group politics, such as conflict termination negotiations. Future research on former rebel

parties might consider how female combatant presence and prevalence is related to references to

women in the manifestos of former rebel parties. It could also examine how policy advocacy and

voting behavior might reflect different preferences for legislators from former rebel parties

associated with rebel groups with female combatants when compared with former rebel parties

without traditions of female participation and traditional political parties. Scholars could also

explore how the descriptive representation of women within rebel groups is related to their

descriptive representation within former rebel parties, going a step further to investigate the
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implications of different women’s roles in a rebel group for women’s leadership in the former

rebel party. Beyond gender-related explanatory variables, one implication of my contribution is

that future research might consider the consequences of other group-level characteristics, from

ethnic makeup to recruitment strategy of the rebel group, for earlier stages of the post-conflict

political process before former rebel party formation, for example on the demographic makeup

of conflict termination teams or the adoption of provisions in peace agreements related to

democracy, pluralism, and human rights.

The revelation that the presence and prevalence of female combatants influences female

post-conflict political participation in diverse ways opens a litany of new avenues for research

while also underscoring the need for more and better data on women in rebellion, peace

processes, and post-conflict governance. I confronted numerous challenges related to the paucity

of publicly available, reliably coded, large-n quantitative data on gender and rebellion and

women in post-conflict governance at each stage of the collection and analysis process in this

thesis. For example, while clearly making an immense contribution to the study of female

combatants, the WARD v1.3 omits the suite of political ideology variables and other controls

included in the earlier iteration. Research on female participation in negotiations is limited by the

lack of data on the participants in those negotiations that do not result in a peace agreement with

signatories. Additionally, the dataset built by Krause et al. (2018) does not identify which side

the female signatories represent (i.e. the government team, rebel group team, or otherwise), or

indicate the number of female signatories. Finally, there is no publicly available dataset on

gender quota adoption at the party level that does not exclude cases with party quota adoption

below the national threshold, an issue my original variables attempted to rectify. In Chapter 4, I

undertake a replicable data collection process that may be of use to other scholars. New data
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collection might seek to address the issues I have outlined, expand upon and refine existing

datasets, or offer insight into new aspects of female participation and representation that have

thus far been neglected entirely. For instance, Henshaw’s (2015) dataset on women’s roles in

armed groups has many interesting implications for the findings of this thesis, including how

differences in women’s mobilization in rebel groups, from supporters to combatants to leaders,

might drive differences in the post-conflict stages I examine, among others. However the small

sample size limits the analysis that can be performed. Navigating these constraints while, at

points, presenting new data to overcome them, the findings of my thesis highlight a fruitful and

understudied intersection of issues teeming with opportunities for new data collection efforts and

analysis.

Putting in conversation the literatures on gender and rebellion, gender and post-conflict

institution building, and former rebel parties, I make a general case for female combatant

presence and prevalence as important explanatory factors driving diverse post-conflict gender

equality outcomes. Thus far unexplored, my thesis offers evidence that variables capturing the

participation of women in conflict are valuable for understanding women’s rights and roles in

post-conflict societies, building a foundation for future research. In sum, against the backdrop of

existing work explaining how and why women rebel, my thesis opens the question of how and

why women’s participation in rebellion matters. As Reiter (2014, 1302) recounted, a burst of

positivist scholarship in recent years “has demonstrated that accounting for gender helps better

explain phenomena long recognized by the positivist community as important. It has also

highlighted new and underappreciated gender-related theoretical puzzles…[These phenomena

include] the spread of gender equality and norms.” Indeed, my thesis shows how accounting for

gender among the conflict-related variables that may shape post-conflict political institutions
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holds the potential to explain how women achieve improved rights and representation once war

ends. This contribution illuminates the value in merging literatures and theories that were

previously evaluated independently, outlining a rich agenda for future work.
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APPENDIX

Table 2.3: Logit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Female Signatories

Table 2.4: Logit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Female Signatories
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Table 2.5: Probit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Female Signatories

Table 2.6: Probit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Female Signatories
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Table 3.5: Probit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Gender Provisions

Table 3.6: Probit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Gender Provisions
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Table 3.7: Probit Models for Female Combatant Presence and Any Gender Provisions

Table 3.8: Probit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Any Gender Provisions
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Table 4.7: Logit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption

Table 4.8: Logit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption High

Table 4.9: Probit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption

Table 4.10: Probit Models for Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption High
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Table 4.11: Linear Models for Subset of Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption

Table 4.12: Linear Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota
Adoption
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Table 4.13: Logit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption
(High)
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Table 4.14: Logit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption
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Table 4.15: Logit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota Adoption
High
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Table 4.16: Probit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Presence and Quota Adoption
(High)
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Table 4.17: Probit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota
Adoption
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Table 4.18: Probit Models for Subset of Female Combatant Prevalence and Quota
Adoption High
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CODEBOOK

I took the WARD version 1.3 (Wood and Thomas 2017) and dropped cases with missing
data on the independent variables. Then, I manually merged it with data from Ishiyama and
Marshall (2017) to identify former rebel party matches. Matches are captured by partymatch.
The partymatch variable does not encompass all rebel groups that eventually became political
parties, but instead represents only those rebel groups that became former rebel parties included
in the Ishiyama and Marshall dataset. A verified merge is indicated by the verified variable.

I took a conservative approach to coding matches when dealing with exceptional cases.
Because both the WARD and Marshall contain observations that are splinter groups or coalitions,
I did not match an original rebel group with a splinter group party, or an individual rebel group
with a coalition party, etc. when there are splinter group-splinter party matches and coalition
rebel-coalition party matches. Ultimately these splinter groups and coalitions can have different
levels of female combatants, and combining them without regard to these differences would
undermine the internal validity of the study.

Splinter groups: When a rebel group splintered into multiple rebel groups, and a party
succeeding one of the splinter groups was present in the Marshall dataset, I did not code a match
for the original (unified) rebel group and the splinter party. Additionally, I did not code a splinter
group as a match for a unified former rebel party. However, splinter rebel groups were merged
with matching former rebel parties that succeeded the splinter group.

Coalition groups: When a coalition of rebel groups formed, and a party succeeding one of
the rebel groups in the coalition was present in the Marshall dataset, I did not code a match for
the coalition rebel group and the former rebel party succeeding one coalition member.
Additionally, I did not code an individual rebel group as a match for a coalition party of which
the rebel group became a member. However, coalition rebel groups were merged with matching
coalition former rebel parties.

■ Example: the CMA, a coalition of Tuareg and Arab rebel groups in Mali,
is included in the WARD, but not in the Marshall dataset. However, parties
such as the MNLA, which succeeded rebel groups that were a part of the
CMA, are included in the Marshall dataset. These two observations were
not matched. As a party directly succeeding the CMA was not found in the
Marshall dataset, the observation representing the CMA in the merged
dataset is coded as 0 for partymatch

■ Example: The ERP, found in the WARD, was one of five rebel groups that
comprised the FMLN in El Salvador. The ERP does not have a direct
successor in the Marshall dataset and so is coded as 0 for partymatch.
However, the FMLN is present in both the WARD and Marshall dataset
and these observations are merged.

■ Example: the INPFL, a splinter group of the NPFL in Liberia, is a rebel
group in the WARD. The NPFL, but not the INPFL, is included in the
Marshall dataset. The INPFL (WARD) and NPFL (Marshall) were not
matched.

Political and military wings: In the case of the Frolinat in Chad, the group had matches
for both the Frolinat and Frolinat (Political Wing). In this case and all others where one rebel
group in the WARD had multiple matches for different wings of the group in Marshall, the match
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was made on the military wing, unless a political wing was explicitly specified in both the
WARD and the Ishiyama and Marshall dataset.

Variable quota_high coding procedure:
● If evidence that quotas were adopted 1, all other cases 0
● Sources collected include academic journal articles, NGO and IGO reports, news media

articles
● Search terms:

If no partymatch:
○ “sideb” AND “sidea [state]” AND “gender quota”

If the observation has partymatch:
○ (“rebel_name” OR “partyname”) AND “gov” AND “gender quota”

Rebel to party matches with different countries or group acronyms include:
● AIS rebels (Algeria), FIS party (Algeria)
● FNLA rebels (Portugal), FNLA party (Angola)
● Frelimo rebels (Portugal), Frelimo party (Mozambique)
● Hezbollah rebels (Israel), Hezbollah party (Lebanon)
● KR rebels (Cambodia), KDKP party (Cambodia)
● M-19 rebels (Colombia), M19 party (Colombia)
● MPLA rebels (Portugal), MPLA party (Angola)
● NPFL rebels (Liberia), NPLF party (Liberia)
● SSA rebels (Myanmar), SSNA-S party (Burma)
● UWSA rebels (Myanmar), UWSA party (Burma)
● SWAPO rebels (South Africa), SWAPO party (Namibia)
● Ansar Dine rebels (Mali), Ansar al-Dine party (Mali)
● Frolinat rebels (Chad), FROLINAT party (Chad)
● MPA rebels (Mali), MPAL party (Mali)
● SPLM/A rebels (Sudan), SPLM party (Sudan)
● SSLM rebels (Sudan), SSLA party (South Sudan)
● Seleka rebels (Central African Republic), UFDR-SELEKA party (Central African

Republic)


